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Check notifications and process tasks
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Click the
button in the communication panel to open the Creatio notification center. This section displays
notifications about activities or invoices, comments to your records or mentions in a corporate social network, as
well as system notifications. The number on the
button displays the total number of new messages in the
notification center. Creatio displays the information messages on separate tabs:
– activity and invoice reminders created for you.
– notifications about events connected to your posts in the corporate social network. For example, you
were mentioned in a post, received comments on your record in the feed, or somebody liked the record.
– approval notifications. For example, pending contracts.
– notifications about the noteworthy events of contacts and accounts.
– system messages about completed actions in Creatio. For example, information about data import
results.
Reminders and approval notifications are active until they are processed Feed notifications, messages about
noteworthy events, and system notifications are considered read when you open the corresponding tab. The
history of read notifications is stored on the tab for a month since their creation. Creatio does not add the read
notifications to the tab count nor the common notification center count.

Note. You can modify the storage period for read notifications in the “Notification storage period (days)”
(“NotificationsExpirationTerm” code) system setting. The period is 30 days by default.

Pop-up notifications
Creatio displays the notification center's information messages in the browser pop-up boxes. The box is
displayed only once when you receive the message. The notifications received after logging out of Creatio will be
displayed in the pop-up boxes upon the next login.

Note. Your browser may ask you for permission to display pop-up boxes. If you cannot see the boxes,
check the browser settings.

Click the [ x ] button in the pop-up box to hide a notification. If you do this, Creatio will consider the notification
unread and add it to the number of unread notifications on the corresponding tab.
Click the notification banner in the pop-up box to open the page for which the notification was sent.
Click the [ Notification settings ] button in your user profile and clear the [ Enable popups ] checkbox to disable
pop-up notifications.
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Reminders
Creatio displays all due reminders on a separate tab in the notification center. Go to the

tab to view the

reminders. The number in the tab displays the total number of your active (unprocessed) reminders.
Create a reminder on the invoice or activity page by selecting the checkbox in the [ Reminders ] field group.
The reminders display activities of any category (“Meeting,” “To do,” etc.) that meet the corresponding criteria:
You are the owner or the author of the activity.
The activity has the “Not started” or “In progress” status.
You or any other system user created a reminder about this activity for you.
The invoices that meet the following criteria are also displayed in the reminders:
You are the owner of the invoice.
The invoice has the “Draft,” “Unpaid” or “Partially paid” status.
You or any other system user created a reminder about this invoice for you.
The reminders include the title of the activity or the invoice number, the date, as well as the customer of an
activity or an invoice. Creatio also displays a category icon for activities. For example, meetings or calls.
The key details in the reminder are displayed as hyperlinks. For example, click the task title to view its page.

Create a reminder
Create reminders for invoices and activities in the [ Reminders ] field group of the record page. To create a
reminder for the activity:
1. Open the page of the relevant activity.
2. Select the checkbox in the [ Reminders ] field block:
a. Select the [ Remind owner ] checkbox to create a reminder for the user specified in the [ Owner ] field of
the page.
b. Select the [ Remind reporter ] checkbox to create a reminder for the user specified in the [ Reporter ] field.
3. Specify the date and time when the user should see the reminder.
4. Save the record.
If the activity is not completed, Creatio will display the notification in the notification center at the specified time
for the user selected in the [ Owner ] or [ Author ] field.

Process reminders
The notifications on the
tab of the notification center are active until they are processed. You can cancel a
reminder or postpone it. Process all reminders at once or separately.
Select the [ Postpone ] option from the menu and specify the period to postpone a reminder (Fig. 1). As a
result, Creatio will remove the reminder from the list, and the number of unread reminders in the count will
decrease. The reminder will be reactivated at the end of the specified period.
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Fig. 1 Postpone a reminder

Select the [ Cancel ] option from the menu to cancel a reminder (Fig. 2). Creatio will no longer display the
reminder in the notification center.
Fig. 2 Cancel a reminder

Note. Creatio will cancel a reminder automatically if the activity reaches its final status, for example,
“Completed,” and the invoice reaches its final payment status, for example, “Paid.”

Use the [ Postpone all ] or [ Cancel all ] option on the notification tab to process all reminders simultaneously.

Feed notifications
Creatio will display a feed notification if someone mentions you in a post, comments on your record in the feed,
or likes the record. Creatio displays the feed notifications on the
the tab displays the total number of unread feed messages.

tab in the notification center. The number on

The tab gives notifications about the following events:
Someone commented on your record in the feed.
Someone mentioned you in a post or a comment.
Someone liked your post or comment.
After you open the tab, Creatio will mark all new notifications as read and remove them from the tab notification
count. If you receive a new notification when the tab is open, Creatio will highlight the notification gray and add it
to the notification count. Click a notification to mark it as read. As a result, the highlight will be removed.

Approval notifications
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Use the
tab of the notification center to receive information about records that need to be approved. For
example, contracts. The notification tab displays the total number of records to be approved. The name of the
notification corresponds to the record that must be approved. Notifications also display the date and time of
submission for approval. Click the approval title to view the record page.
All notifications on the

tab in the notification center are active until they are processed. You can approve the

record, reject an approval, or delegate the approval to someone else. After the approval is processed, Creatio will
remove the notification from the tab and update the notification count.
Process approvals using the approval actions menu (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 The approval actions menu

[ Approve ] – sets a positive result for the approval.

Note. By default, approval comments are optional. Edit the “Accept approval without comment”
(“AcceptApprovalWithoutComment” code) system setting to make the [ Comment ] field required.

[ Reject ] – sets a negative result for the approval.
If you choose to reject the approval, Creatio will open a pop-up box where you can enter your comments. For
example, specify the rejection reason. The comment will be displayed on the approval page.
[ Change approver ] – assigns a different user as the approver. This action opens a window where you can
select the user or user group. Approvers can be changed only if the [ Approval may be delegated ] is selected
for this approval in the Process Designer.

Note. You can also process an approval using the [ Approvals ] tab or the action panel on the page of the
required document.

Noteworthy event notifications
Creatio reminds you about upcoming noteworthy events of your colleagues and customers in the

tab of the

notification center. That way you will never miss the customer's birthday or the partner company's foundation
day. The tab count displays the total number of unread notifications about noteworthy events.

© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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The tab displays notifications about noteworthy events of contacts and accounts from the current day
through until the next two business days.

Note. You can change the period for which Creatio will display the notifications in the “Noteworthy events
notification period, days” (“NoteworthyEventNotificationPeriod” code) system setting. The period is two
days by default.

The history of read noteworthy event notifications is stored on this tab for a month since their creation.
You will receive notifications for the following contacts and accounts:
Contacts and accounts owned by you.
Contacts of “Employee” type or those for whom “Our company” is specified as an account.
The main contacts of the accounts owned by you.
Contacts and accounts specified in the orders owned by you. The orders must have “Draft,” “Confirmation,”
or “In progress” status.
The contacts and accounts specified in opportunities owned by you (by the [ Customer ] field and the
[ Contacts ] detail of the opportunity). Creatio will send notifications for opportunities that have not been
closed yet as well as opportunities won during the last half-year.

Note. You can change the period for won opportunities in the “Noteworthy event notification period for
opportunity participants, months” (“NoteworthyPeriodForOpportunityParticipants” code) system setting.
The period is six months by default.

The contacts and accounts specified in activities owned by you (by the [ Account ] field and the [ Participants ]
detail of the activity). The activity must have a “Not started” or “In progress” status.
The noteworthy event notification list is updated every 24 hours. If you are assigned as the contact, account, or
opportunity owner, you will receive an upcoming event notification instantly.
Click the hyperlink in the notification to view additional information about a contact or an account. This will
open a contact or account page. If you need to perform any action connected to the upcoming event, e. g. plan
greetings, create a corresponding activity. To do this, select the [ New task ] option in the actions menu.

System messages
Creatio displays the system messages on the

tab. These messages do not require your attention. For

example, they can be about successful Excel import, contact and account duplicates search results, or bulk email
sending. System administrators will also see the license extension notifications on this tab.
The tab count displays the total number of unread system messages. If you open the tab, all system messaged
will be considered read, and Creatio will reset the tab count. The history of read notifications is stored on the tab
for a month since their creation.

Business process tasks
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Keep track of the steps linked to a business process or a case owned by you from the [ Business process tasks ]
tab on the communication panel. Click the
counter of the

button to view the business process step notifications. The

button displays the total number of steps that require your attention.

The notifications display business process and case steps (also known as “user actions”) that require your direct
input. For example, complete an activity, send emails, edit records, fill out pre-configured pages, etc. The tab
displays the steps that meet the following criteria:
You are an owner of the step or have the role to which the task was assigned.
The process step status is “Running.”
By default, the tab displays notifications about the steps due through until the current day. Select the “Show
future tasks” checkbox at the top of the notification panel to view all notifications.
If the task is assigned to a role, use the quick actions menu to:
start processing the task
assign the task to yourself to finish it later
assign the task to another employee
If you have an open task page or a page that requires your direct input and a different user completes it, Creatio
will display a corresponding notification in a dialog box.
Fig. 4 Process a group task on the communication panel

Note. You can assign process tasks to other users or roles on the activity page as well. Learn more:
Complete process activities.

Edit the [ Process instance caption ] parameter in the process properties of the Process Designer to modify the
business process title displayed in the notification.
Fig. 5 A business process task notification

All notifications on the

tab in the notification center remain active until they are processed. Click the process

step title to open the corresponding page and start processing the step (Fig. 6).
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 6 Navigate to a business process task from the task notification

Enter the step results on this page. For example, fill out the required fields. If the process task is canceled or
postponed, Creatio will update the corresponding notification automatically.
After the task is completed, Creatio will remove the notification from the communication panel. Once all business
processes and case steps are complete, the counter on the

button will reset.

Run a business process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the following tools to run a Creatio process manually:
Command line. Read more >>>
Side panel. Read more >>>
Any section that has processes associated with it. Read more >>>
Section record page. Read more >>>
Learn more about how system administrators can run business processes in a separate article: Run a process or
a process step.

Note. Regardless of the tool, you can only run business processes that can be launched manually,
provided you have the corresponding permissions. Learn more in a separate article: Set up the permissions
to run a process.

Once a business process is run, Creatio adds a new process instance that starts executing process steps.
These steps can include include opening record pages, creating activities, etc.
Creatio terminates the business process instance when the end event is triggered on the process diagram. You
can start and stop business processes manually or have them start automatically.

Attention. You can run only active published processes with the “Business Process” tag manually.
Processes of other types cannot be run manually. If you try to run an unpublished or inactive process,
Creatio displays an error message.

Run a process from the command line
1. Enter [ Run process ] followed by the process name in the command line (Fig. 1).

© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1 Run a process from the command line

2. Click the

button.

Note. Learn more about the command line functionality in a separate article: Search records and run
commands.

Run a process from the side panel
1. Click the

button on the side panel.

2. Select a process to run (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Run a process from the side panel using the run process button

Note. Specify whether you can run the process using the
the [ Process library ] section.

To run a process that is unavailable in the

button index:

1. Select [ Another process ] (Fig. 3). This opens a box.
Fig. 3 Select the command that runs a process

© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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2. Select a process in the box that opens and click [ Run ].

Note. The same box opens when you click the

button in the side panel and select [ Run process ].

Run a process from a section or record page
If a section has an index of processes you can run from the section set up, Creatio displays the [ Run process ]
button in the section toolbar.
To run a process from a section:
1. Click [ New process ].
2. Select a process to run (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Run a process from a section

Creatio displays the same process index on the record page when you click [ Process ] on the toolbar (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Run a process from a record page

© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Run a process for multiple records in a section
You can run a section business process for multiple records at once. To do this:
1. Open the section where you want to run a process for multiple records, e. g., [ Contacts ].
2. Click [ Actions ] → [ Select multiple records ].
3. Select the needed records.
4. Click [ Run process ] on the section toolbar and select the needed process.

Note. The [ Run process ] button menu displays all processes you can run from the section. The
processes in the menu are grouped by start type: from the section and from a record.

Fig. 6 Run a process for multiple section records

© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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As a result, Creatio will run a separate process instance for every selected record. If one of the instances fails,
other instances will continue running.

Run a process automatically
Processes can be run automatically when certain events occur. These events include adding, modifying and
deleting records. In this case, you do not need to run the process manually.
Set up the automatic process start after an event in the Process Designer.

Filters
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can filter records in the list for sections and details in Creatio. The following tools can be used to search and
filter records in sections:
Quick filter
Standard filter
Advanced filter
To filter records on the details, a standard filter is used.
Controls for managing filters are located in the upper part of the section page or directly on the detail (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Filter area

To manage standard and advanced filters in sections, use the [ Filter ] menu. To change the parameters of the
applied filter either for the section or for the detail, click the filter and edit the needed fields in the filter area.
The filter settings are saved when updating the page when switching sections or re-logging into the system. To
remove a filter, click the

button in its right part (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Canceling one filter

Note. The [ Filter ] menu is also used to manage folders. If some folders have been marked as favorite,
their list will be displayed in the [ Filter ] menu. More information about the working with folders can be
found in a separate article.

Quick filter
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Certain sections in Creatio have quick filters. Use a quick filter to filter data by the most frequently used
conditions (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Using the quick filter

For example, the [ Activities ] section contains a quick filter as it is needed to analyze employee's activity during a
specified period of time. By default, quick filters are enabled. Quick filter parameters may vary depending on the
section.

Quick filter by time period
You can filter records by time period, for example, to display the activities for the current or previous week.
There are three quick filter presets:
– shows records for the current day.
– shows records for the current week.
– shows records for the standard period, for example, “Yesterday”, “Current week”, “Next week”,
“Previous month”, and so on. You can also set a custom period by specifying its start and end dates using the
built-in calendar.

Note. Previous, current, and next week (month) are actual calendar weeks (months). For example, if the
previous month was December, then when you select the “Previous month” period in the [ Activities ]
section, the activities will be displayed for the period of time between 1st and 31st of December.
Use the advanced filter to display records by quarter, half-year, or other custom periods in the list.

To set up a custom filter period, select the start and end date of the period using the built-in calendar. You can
open the calendar by clicking the start or end date of the period (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Opening the calendar filter

© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Quick filter by owner
Apply a filter by owner to display records by one or more record owners. In the [ Activities ] section, the filter is
called [ By employee ], and it displays records by participants.
To view data by a certain owner, select the user's name in the

filter menu. To view data about several

owners, select the [ Add owner ] or [ Add employee ] option from the menu and specify the user in the opened
window.
To cancel a filter by owner, select the [ Clear ] option from the filter menu.

Standard filter
The standard filter is used to search for records either in the section or on the details by the values specified in
one or more columns. For example, to search for all companies of a specified type or activities that have a
specified status and priority.
Fig. 5 Standard filter in the [ Activities ] section

Applying standard filters in sections
1. From the [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Add condition ] option (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Adding standard filter conditions for the section

2. In the appeared fields, specify a filter condition. Select a column that you want to search records by and
specify the column value (fully or partially). To apply the filter conditions, click the

button (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Applying standard filter conditions for the section

As a result, the section list will display the records that match the applied filter condition.

Applying multiple standard filters for the section
You can apply more than one standard filter in a section. To add more filters, select the [ Add condition ] option
from the [ Filter ] menu once again and specify a filter condition. Once several standard filters are applied, the list
will contain only those records that match all filter conditions.

© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Applying a standard filter for the detail
1. Select the [ Apply filter ] option from the

menu (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Adding standard filter conditions for the detail

2. In the appeared fields, specify a filter condition. Select a column that you want to search records by and
specify the column value (fully or partially). To apply the filter conditions, click the
button (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Applying standard filter conditions for the detail

As a result, the detail list will display the records that match the applied filter condition.

Note. Applying filter conditions is possible only for the details with lists.

Applying multiple standard filters for a detail
You can apply more than one standard filter for a detail. To add more filters, click the

button and specify a

filter condition. Once several standard filters are applied, the detail will contain only those records that match all
filter conditions.

Removing the filter panel from the detail
The filter panel will be automatically hidden after the page update. To hide the filter panel manually, select the
[ Hide filter ] option in the

menu (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Hiding filter panel on the detail
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Attention. This action is available if no other filter conditions are applied.

Note. The filter conditions will not be reset if you can expand and collapse the detail (by clicking the
button).

Advanced filter
If you need to apply a more complex filter with several search parameters and conditions, use the advanced
filter. For example, you can use it in the [ Activities ] section to display all meetings with new customers.
To apply the advanced filter, select the [ Switch to advanced mode ] option from the [ Filter ] menu (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 Switching to the advanced filter mode

If you will require the configured filters in the future, you can save a dynamic folder by them.

Applying an advanced filter by object columns
You can apply filter by one of the current section columns (for example, you can filter activities by the [ End date
] column of the “Activity” section or contacts by the [ Job Title ] column of the “Contact” section).
For example, to filter the uncompleted activities that were changed within the last two weeks in the [ Activities ]
section:
1. Open the [ Activities ] section. From the [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Switch to advanced mode ] option
(Fig. 11).
2. In the filter setup area, click the <Add condition> link.
3. In the opened window, select the needed column from the [ Column ] drop-down list, for example, [ Status ],
and click the [ Select ] button (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Selecting a column for the advanced filter
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4. On the filter page, select the needed parameters:
a. Select the condition type by clicking its symbol, for example, “=”.
b. Click the <?> link. On the opened window, specify the values for the selected column, for example, “Not
started” and “In progress”. Click the [ Select ] button (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Selecting a value for a column

5. Similarly, add the remaining conditions. For example, specify the threshold dates for the records that were
modified.
6. Specify the logical operator for the added conditions, for example, “AND”, by clicking it (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 Selecting a logical operator

Note. By default, the filter area contains one empty root group with the logical operator “AND”. The
“AND” logical operator is applied if the record must match all conditions in the group. Apply the “OR”
logical operator if the record must match at least one of the conditions in the group.
When using the "≠" condition, records with unfilled fields are now taken into account.
7. Click the [ Apply ] button.
As a result, only uncompleted activities that were changed within the specified period will be displayed in the
[ Activities ] section.
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Applying an advanced filter by connected object column
You can filter records by the columns of the current record and by the columns of the objects connected to it.
Another example, activities can be filtered by the category of the connected account (the [ Type ] column of the
[ Accounts ] section). For example, to filter activities in the [ Activities ] section by a certain type of company:
1. Open the [ Activities ] section. From the [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Switch to advanced mode ] option
(Fig. 11).
2. Click the <Add condition> link.
3. On the opened column selection page:
a. Click the

button next to the object name.

b. In the added field, select the connected object, for example, “Account”.
c. In the [ Column ] field, specify the column of the connected object, for example, “Category”.
d. Click the [ Select ] button (Fig. 15).
Fig. 15 Selecting a column of the connected object

4. On the filter setup area, select the needed parameters:
a. Click the symbol of the filter condition to change its type. By default, the “=” condition is indicated.
b. Click the <?> link. In the opened window, select the needed value for the selected column, for example,
“Category = VIP”. Click the [ Select ] button.
5. Click the [ Apply ] button (Fig. 16).
Fig. 16 Applying filter conditions

As a result, only activities that are connected to accounts of the "VIP" category will be displayed in the
section list.
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Note. For example, when the filter is set up for <Account.Type ≠ Customer>, activities will be displayed
for the accounts that are not customers and those with the [ Type ] field unfilled.

If you use filtered data on a regular basis, click the [ Save as ] button to create a dynamic folder using this filter.

Applying the advanced filter with grouping filter conditions
You can create advanced filters with several logical operators. For example, you can display all customer
accounts who reside in New York and those that have no city specified:
1. Open the Accounts section. From the [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Switch to advanced mode ] option (Fig. 11).
2. Apply the “Type = Customer” condition:
a. Click the <Add condition> link.
b. In the opened window, select the account column, for example, “Type”. Click the [ Select ] button.
c. In the filter setup area, click the <?> link. In the opened window, select the needed value for the selected
column “Category = VIP”. Click the [ Select ] button.
3. Add the “City = New York” condition in the same manner.
4. To apply the “City is not filled in” condition:
a. Click the <Add condition> link.
b. In the opened window, select the “City” column. Click the [ Select ] button.
c. In the filter setup area, click the condition type and select the “is not filled in” condition from the menu.
5. Group the needed conditions and set a different logical operator for them:
a. Holding down the Ctrl key, select the conditions to group (Fig. 17).
Fig. 17 Selecting filter conditions to be grouped

6. From the [ Actions ] menu, select the [ Group ] option (Fig. 18).
Fig. 18 Grouping filter conditions
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7. Set “AND” as the logical operator of the root group and “OR” as the logical operator for the newly created
group by clicking the operator name (Fig. 19).
Fig. 19 Setting a logical operator for the group of filter conditions

8. Click the [ Apply ] button.
As a result, only the accounts of the “Customer” type for which the “New York” value or no value is specified
in the [ City ] field will be displayed in the section.

Applying an aggregate filter
The aggregate filter allows to filter object records by the connected records in objects with the reverse
connection. The following filter conditions can be applied in the aggregate filter:
Count – a certain number of the connected records exists in the object with the reverse connection for the
filtered records. For example, you can filter users who are specified in the [ Owner ] field for five or more
accounts.
Maximum/minimum – for the filtered records, the object with the reverse connection contains records with a
specific maximum (minimum) value in the numeric or the date column. For example, you can select employee
users whose last task was completed last week.
Sum, average – for the filtered records, the object with the reverse connection contains the connected
records with the particular sum of values or the average value in the numeric column. For example, you can
filter employee users whose average task duration is greater than two hours.
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Applying the aggregate filter is identical to applying the filter by connected object columns. For example, you need
to obtain a list of users who are owners of the accounts of the “Customer” type. Applying the following
aggregate filter will help you compile this list:
1. Open the section whose records must be filtered, for example, [ Contacts ]. From the [ Filter ] menu, select
the [ Switch to advanced mode ] option (Fig. 11).
2. Click the <Add condition> link.
3. In the opened column selection window (Fig. 20):
Fig. 20 Setting up a reverse connection object column in the aggregate filter

a. Click the

button next to the object name.

b. In the added field, select the object with the reverse connection. For example, to apply an aggregate filter
by the [ Owner ] column of the [ Accounts ] section, select “Account (by column Owner)”.
c. In the [ Column ] field, specify the column of the object with the reverse connection, for example,
“Quantity“.
d. Click the [ Select ] button.
4. In the filter setup area (Fig. 21):
a. Select the filter conditions. In this case, the condition is “Quantity > 0”.
b. Apply the necessary additional conditions: For example, if you need to display only those contacts that are
owners for accounts of the “Customer” type, add this condition to the filter.
Fig. 21 Applying filter conditions for an aggregate filter
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5. Click the [ Apply ] button.
As a result, the record will be displayed in the [ Contacts ] section, only if there is an account for which this
contact is specified in the [ Owner ] field.

Applying filter by time period
You can filter records by a specific period or an exact date. For example, display all records added to the section
for the last week.
Following types of filters by period are available:
Filter by exact date
Filter by standard period
Filter by annual events

Filter by exact date
To display data whose date falls within a certain period of time, specify this period in the filter conditions. For
example, you can view the activities that took place during your business trip three weeks ago.
1. Open the [ Activities ] section.
2. From the [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Switch to advanced mode ] option (Fig. 22).
Fig. 22 Switching to the advanced filter mode

When the filter area opens, select the beginning of the period you want to display records for. To do this:
a. Click the <Add condition> link (Fig. 23). In the opened window, select the needed date column, for
example, "Start", to sort activities by the start date.
Fig. 23 Adding column to filter condition

b. Select the logical operator next to the added column (Fig. 24), for example, “≥” (greater than or equal to),
to set this period as the filter start date.
Fig. 24 Selecting filter condition type
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3. From the <?> link menu, select the [ Specify exact date ] option (Fig. 25).
Fig. 25 Specifying the exact date of filter period

4. In the opened window, click the
(Fig. 26).
Fig. 26 Built-in filter calendar
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5. Specify the filter end date.
a. Add the “End” column to the filter condition to sort activities by the start date.
b. Then select the “≤” (less than or equal to) condition type.
c. Select the date from the built-in calendar.
6. Make sure that the “AND” logic operator is set for the added filter conditions.
7. Apply the filter by clicking the corresponding button.
Fig. 27 Applying filter

As a result, only activities that started within the specified period will be displayed in the [ Activities ] section.

Standard filter periods
To facilitate working with filters, use standard filter periods. For example, you can easily display records for the
previous, current or next week.
Standard periods are available in the <?> link menu of the filter condition (Fig. 28).
Fig. 28 Selecting standard filter period
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Hour

The menu includes options that allow you to display records for the previous, current or next hour. In addition,
you can display records for a certain number of previous or next hours. In addition, you can set the exact time
to the minute as a filter value.
To do that, select the [ Exact time ] option and enter the needed time value in the following format – H:MM, for
example, “2:43 PM”. Also, you can select a standard time value from the drop-down list.
To define the number of previous or next hours, select the [ Previous hours ] or [ Following hours ] option
respectively. Enter the needed number in the appeared field. Only integer numbers are acceptable.
Please, note that the previous, current or following hour is not an hour from the current moment, but a full hour
starting from the 1st till the 60th minute, for example, from 9:00 to 9:59. Therefore, if the current time is 2:34,
the following hour is the period from 3:00 to 3:59, not from 2:34 to 3:33.

Day

The menu consists of options that allow you to display records for the previous, current or next day. In addition,
you can display records for a certain number of previous or next days. You can also use a specific day of the
month or week as a filter value.
To set a specific day of the month as a filter value, select the [ Day of the month ] option and enter the needed
date in the appeared string.
To set a specific day of the week as a filter value, click [ Day ] → [ Day of the week ] and select the needed day.

Week

The menu includes options that allow you to display records for the previous, current or next week.
Previous, current or next week is a calendar period from Monday till Sunday. It is not a 7-day period starting from
the current day. For example, if today is Wednesday, the next week is the period from next Monday till Sunday,
not the following 7 days from the current day.
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Month

The menu includes options that allow you to display records for the previous, current or next month. You can
also use a specific month as a filter value.
To set a specific month as a filter value, click [ Month ] > [ Month ] and select the needed month.
Previous, current or next month is a calendar period. For example, if the previous month was December, then
when you select the “Previous month” period, the records for the period from December, 1st till December, 31st
will be displayed.

Quarter

The menu includes commands that enable you to view records for the previous, current or next quarter.
The previous, current or next quarter is a 3-month period: the 1st quarter includes the 1st, 2nd and 3rd months
of the year (January, February, March), the 2nd quarter includes the next three months (April, May, June) and so
on. For example, if it's August, the next quarter is the period that includes October, November and December
(the 4th quarter).

Half-year

The menu includes options that allow you to display records for the previous, current, or next half-year.
Previous, current or next half-year is a 6-month period: the period from January to June is considered the 1st
half-year. The 2nd half-year is the period from July to December. For example, if it's August (included in the 2nd
half-year), then the next half-year is the time period from January to June of the next year.

Year

The menu includes options that allow you to display records for the previous, current, or next year. You can also
use a specific year as a filter value.
Previous, current, and next year is a calendar period. For example, if it is August 2021, the next year is the
period from January through December of 2022. It is not a 12-month period starting from August 2021.

Filter by annual events
The filter takes into account only the day and month of the filtered dates. This filter can be used to track events
that repeat each year, such as holidays or noteworthy events of contacts.
Annual event macros are available in the <?> link menu of the filter condition (Fig. 29).
Fig. 29 Filter by annual events.
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The menu consists of the following options:
Every year, today. Displays a list of records whose date matches the current date not counting the year. I. e.,
the contact's birthday is today.
Every year, exactly in <?>. Displays a list of records whose date will come after a specified number of days
not counting the year. I. e., the contact's birthday is exactly in 5 days.
Every year, within “X” next days <?>. Displays a list of records which date falls on one of the next days not
counting the year. I. e., the contact's birthday is within 5 days or less.
Every year, within “X” previous days <?>. Displays a list of records which date falls on one of the previous
days not counting the year. I. e., the contact's birthday was 5 days ago or less.

Get started with Creatio UI
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio UI (Fig. 1) consists of the side panel, communication panel, command line, folder and filter area, and the
content of the page that is displayed currently.
Fig. 1 Creatio UI
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Side panel (1)
The side panel (or the section panel) is in the left and lets you navigate through the workplaces and sections.
Also, the side panel contains quick access buttons for basic Creatio operations.

Side panel buttons
is the main menu that contains the index of additional commands:
[ Main menu ] opens the main Creatio page. The main page contains the index of Creatio sections as well as
links to the System Designer and user profile page.
[ Run process ] opens the process start window.

Note. Learn more about the business process automation in the Creatio documentation on business
processes.

[ Collapse section panel ] / [ Expand section panel ] collapse or expand the side panel, respectively.
[ Workplace ] displays the index of available workplaces. When you change a workplace, the index of sections
available in the side panel also changes. You can edit the indexes of workplaces and sections within
workplaces.
[ User profile ] opens the user profile page that lets you view and edit personal Creatio settings.
[ Exit ] ends the Creatio session. The command opens the login page.
is the global process start button. If you did not set up any process for the button or the processes you set
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up are inactive, the button opens a window that contains the index of Creatio business processes. If at least one
process you set up for the button is active, the button opens a menu that contains additional commands:
[ Run process ] is the index of main business processes you can run.
[ Another process ] opens a window that contains the index of Creatio business processes.

Note. Set up the global process start button in the [ Process library ] section. Learn more in a separate
article: Run a business process.

opens the quick record add menu. Select the needed menu command to open a page that adds records to
the corresponding section.

Note. Set up the menu structure using the [ Quick add menu setup ] lookup.

,

collapses/expands the side panel. The collapsed panel displays action buttons and the icons of the

current workplace's sections. The expanded panel displays action buttons, full section names, and the current
workplace's name.

Select a workplace
Switch between user workplaces using the menu on the side panel. You can select the needed workspace in the
main menu of the collapsed (Fig. 2) or expanded (Fig. 3) side panel.
Fig. 2 Select a workplace in the collapsed side panel
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Fig. 3 Select a workplace in the expanded side panel

Communication panel (2)
Communication panel is in the right and lets you manage emails, make and receive calls, access Creatio user
notifications quickly as well as view the feed of messages by other users.

Command line (3)
Command line lets you search for and add records as well as execute other actions by entering text commands.

Folder and filter area (4)
The area lets you apply advanced data filter settings and manage the section folder tree.

Working area (5)
Depending on the section and selected view, the working area displays the following:
the list of section records, for example, the contact list in the [ Contacts ] section
the page of the open record
the analytics tools of the current section
special pages, for example, calendar in the [ Activities ] section
Select a record in the list to open the toolbar (Fig. 4) that lets you open, copy, or delete the record. Click [ Run
process ] to run a process for the record only.

Note. Creatio displays the [ Run process ] button only if you set up a business process that runs for a
section record.

Fig. 4 List record toolbar
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Get started with the mobile app setup
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The mobile application is used to work with Creatio on mobile devices and is a supporting tool to the primary
Creatio application. You can use the configured mobile application for meetings, exhibitions, presentations, etc.

Note. The mobile application is only available for users of the primary Creatio application and cannot be
used by the portal users.

To use a mobile application, you should perform some preliminary settings.
You can configure the list of mobile application sections using the mobile application wizard. To reduce the
synchronization time between the mobile and primary applications, we recommend setting up only the sections
that you will use.

Attention. To ensure the correct operation of the mobile application, make sure the mobile application
version is no lower than that of the Creatio primary application.

After you install the mobile application and log in for the first time, the application will be synchronized with your
Creatio desktop application. Depending on the mobile app operation mode (online or offline), further
synchronization steps may differ.
You can set up automatic synchronization, switch workplaces, and view information about the last
synchronization on the mobile application settings page.

System requirements for mobile devices
To install and use the Creatio mobile application, the user's phone/tablet must meet the system requirements
below:
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Characteristics

iOS

Android

Supported version (minimal)

11.0

7.0

Recommended version

Latest version available

9.0

Supported devices (minimal)

iPhone 6s

Nexus 7

Recommended devices

iPhone 8 or higher;

Google Pixel or higher.

iPad 3 or higher,

Install the app
Creatio mobile application is available on:
The App Store for iOS users.
The Google Play Store for Android users.
The mobile application will be synchronized with Creatio upon the first login.

Attention. A certificate signed by a certification authority is required to sync with Creatio on-site. Mobile
application security policies do not support connections to sites that use self-signed certificates.

Enter the address of the Creatio server, specify the workplace and tap the [ Continue ] button (Fig. 1) to log in to
the mobile application. If SSO is configured, you will see a login and password form on the identity provider page.
If SSO is not configured, enter your login and password and tap the [ Login ] button.
Fig. 1 Logging in Creatio mobile app
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Note. Connection protocols (HTTP://, HTTPS://) are determined by the application automatically. You can
specify the connection protocol manually if the application is unable to determine the protocol.

After this, the mobile application will start the synchronization process with the primary Creatio application. After
the synchronization is complete, the mobile appl becomes operational.
Tap the [ Demo login ] button to connect to the demo version. After this, the mobile application will be
synchronized with the demo database.

Note. Login and password are not required to access the demo version. The application opens
automatically after the synchronization.

Note. The [ Demo login ] button is displayed if you have not synchronized your app with a Creatio
database yet. If you did, then to access the demo database you will need to clear the application cache.
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Mobile application settings
Use the mobile application settings page to:
Specify the connection parameters with the primary Creatio server
Select a workplace and synchronize the mobile application
Log out of the application
Clear application cache (Fig. 2)
To open the settings page, tap the [ Settings ] button in the main menu of the app.
Fig. 2 Mobile application settings page

Note. To connect to a different Creatio server, enter the address in the [ Creatio server address ] field, and
specify your username and password for that server. Then tap the [ Synchronization ] button.

Select a workplace
To switch workplaces while working in the mobile application, tap the [ Workplace ] field, and select one of the
available workplaces. The mobile application will need to be synchronized again after switching to a different
workplace (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Synchronizing the mobile application after switching to a new workplace

Note. The workplaces of the mobile application are set up in the Mobile Application Wizard, which is
available in the primary application.

Clear cache and synchronize
During the synchronization with the primary Creatio application, the database structure and other information are
downloaded by the mobile application.
If the database structure changes (it does when you add new sections and details to the mobile application), the
structure is updated in the mobile application. For proper synchronization of the modified structure, delete the
outdated database structure and data that are stored in the cache of the mobile application. To do so, tap the
[ Clear ] cache button (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Clearing mobile application cache
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Note. Clearing the cache will discard all changes in the mobile application that were not synchronized with
the primary application. It is recommended to run the synchronization before clearing the cache.

Message operation modes
There are two modes available for the mobile application in Creatio: “online” and “offline”. You can select the
mode in the “Mobile application operation mode” (MobileApplicationMode) system setting in the desktop
application.

Note. Regardless of the working mode, mobile devices only display data that the users have permission to
access.

Online mode
If you select the online operation mode, manual synchronization is not required. Synchronization with the Creatio
server is performed automatically, in real-time, i.e., if you add a task using the mobile application, the task will be
immediately displayed in the main application and vice versa. The

icon is displayed in the top right corner of

the app to indicate a stable Internet connection in the online operation mode.
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Hybrid mode
Hybrid mode is a type of online mode. It lets the users access the data seemingly in real-time, even without
having a stable Internet connection. The hybrid mode turns on automatically whenever the Internet
connection disappears. Hybrid mode enables:
Working with recent records in all sections. “Recent records” are the last 10 records that the user interacted
with.
Creating new records.
Work with the schedule.
The

icon is displayed in the top right corner of the app to indicate no Internet connection in the hybrid

operation mode.
After the connection is restored, the app resumes real-time automatic synchronization with the primary
application.

Note. Note that hybrid mode is not available when using the “Field sales for Creatio” and “Pharma Creatio”
Marketplace applications.

Attention. If the same record (for example, the duration of the activity) has been changed in both the
desktop and the mobile application, the conditions for saving these changes after synchronization will
depend on the order in which the changes were made. Creatio will save the latest changes.

Offline mode
In the offline mode, the mobile app user should synchronize periodically with the primary Creatio application.
Synchronization with the primary application is performed via the DataService web service.
Changes made to the mobile application are saved on the Creatio server only after synchronizing with the primary
application. If there were any conflicts during synchronization, they will display in the synchronization log.
To synchronize manually in the “offline” mode:
1. Tap the

button and select [ Settings ].

2. Tap [ Synchronization ] (Fig. 5) on the page that opens.
Fig. 5 Running synchronization in the mobile application
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As a result, the data from the primary application will be displayed in the mobile application and the primary
application will display the records that were created using the mobile application.

Attention. If the same record (for example, the duration of the activity) has been changed in both the
desktop and the mobile application, the conditions for saving these changes after synchronization will
depend on the order in which the changes were made. Creatio will save the latest changes.

For example, whenever an opportunity advances to the next stage, a business process creates new activity.
When this happens, synchronization with the primary application is performed. The business logic of creating an
activity is handled on the primary application, then the created activity is displayed in the mobile application.
A user working in the “online” mode will not notice this because the application will be working directly with the
server. The new activity will appear in the mobile application immediately after the corresponding business
process completes, with no need for manual synchronization. Users who work in the “offline” mode will need to
run synchronization for the activity to be displayed.

Synchronization log
The synchronization log is available only in offline mode. The log displays the date of the last synchronization and
any conflicts that occurred when records were last synchronized with the desktop application.
The [ Log ] tab includes a list of all conflicts found during the previous synchronization. Conflict details are
specified for each record individually.
The [ Pending changes ] tab includes all data that were not yet exported to the desktop application during the last
synchronization attempt.
Depending on the conflict, clicking the record in the log will display the following actions:
[ Revert changes ] - undo all changes and delete the record from the synchronization log. If triggered, the
local copy of this record will be overwritten with the server (desktop application) copy. For example, your
system administrator took away your rights to edit an account’s type. A conflict occurs once you edit the
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[ Type ] field and attempt to synchronize with the desktop application. To resolve this conflict, you can undo
the changes and re-synchronize. Learn more about how to deal with synchronization conflicts that occur due
to lack of permissions in the “Mobile application FAQ” article.
[ Go to record ] - opens the record edit page. For example, a field that could previously be left blank is now
required. Creating a new account without populating this field will result in a conflict during the next
synchronization attempt. To resolve this conflict, open the record edit page, populate the required field, and
re-synchronize.
[ Request access ] - opens your preferred mobile mail client and creates a template of a request to provide the
permissions necessary to complete the synchronization.

Note. To send requests to system administrators, please make sure that their correct email address is
specified in the “Email for sending permission requests” system setting.

Execute process steps
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

When a business process is started, Creatio performs the sequence of steps (process actions). As part of the
process, Creatio may prompt you to enter required data, e. g., the results of actions performed outside of
Creatio, or to select how a process should continue.
The process can perform the steps in the following ways:
Automatically. For example, when deleting records that meet the set conditions.
With user input. For example, the process opens a record page for you to fill out. In this case, the process will
resume when you complete the required actions: filling out and saving the page.
If the action that requires your input runs in the background, the process will not perform any logic until you
open the corresponding page from the [ Business process tasks ] tab of the communication panel. In this case,
Creatio will perform all system operations of the process in the background without displaying the loading mask.
If such an action does not run in the background, Creatio will open the corresponding page and perform other
logic the moment the process starts this action. The page will interrupt any Creatio activities you may be
performing at the moment.
If you are responsible for completing a business process step or have the role to which the corresponding task
was assigned, Creatio will display the task on the [ Business process tasks ] tab of your communication panel.
Use hints the process author can add to learn more about each step of the process. Click the
the hint.

button to view

This article covers different user activities performed as part of a business process.

Complete process activities
If the process creates an activity, the next step will be activated only after you complete the activity with a result.
You can limit the list of available results to the values available in the process element.
You can assign the activity to another user or role on the activity page.
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If you cannot complete the activity immediately after its activation, enter the new date and time in the [ Start ] and
[ Due ] fields of the activity page and save the record. You can come back to this step later.

Note. The process activities are available in the [ Activities section ], similarly to manually created records.

The process may also create activities when executing other process elements of the “User action” type if the
process author toggles on the corresponding setting. Learn more in the corresponding element descriptions:
User actions. The activity completion procedure described above applies to all the elements.

Fill out the record pages
Creatio may ask you to fill out the page of a new or an existing record as part of a business process. For
example, to enter information about a new contact or to specify the status of the existing document (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Fill out the record page as part of the process

The process moves to the next step after you save the record. However, the process author may specify
additional completion conditions for a particular action. For example, specific fields are required.
If the process creates a corresponding activity, the process will move to the next step only after you complete
the activity with a result. Learn more: Complete process activities.
If you cannot complete a process action immediately after the activation, postpone it. To do this, click the
[ Perform later ] button. Creatio will display additional fields. Enter the new step date and time in them (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Postpone the process step
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Answer a question
The process can display a page with a question (user dialog). Depending on the process configuration, you can
select one or several answers (Fig. 3), which will affect the further process flow.
Fig. 3 A question displayed as part of a process

If the process creates an activity when the step is completed, the process will move to the next step only after
you complete the activity with a result. Learn more: Complete process activities.
If you cannot answer the question immediately, click the [ Perform later ] button to postpone it.

Work with custom pages
The process may open a custom page for you to fill out. Custom pages can contain fields and buttons unavailable
outside of the business process. For example, a process can display step-by-step forms with custom buttons,
comment fields, lookup fields, etc. (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 A custom page opened as part of the process

The process will move to the next step only after you complete the required actions on the page.
If the process creates a corresponding activity, the process will move to the next step only after you complete
the activity with a result. Learn more: Complete process activities.
If you cannot complete the step immediately, click the [ Close ] button to postpone it.

Note. The process displays [ Pre-configured page ] and [ Auto-generated page ] elements as custom
pages.

Work with approvals
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio enables the users to submit records for approval by other users who can choose to approve or reject
the record. Approvals can be managed (approved or rejected):
by a specific employee, for example, a department manager.
by an employee of the specific role (user group), such as “Finance department,” “Administration,” etc.

Note. To submit one record for approval to several employees, create an approval for each of them.

By default the approval functions are available in the [ Contracts ], [ Invoices ], and [ Orders ] sections. You can
enable approving in any section.
If someone has submitted a record for your approval, you can approve, reject or forward it to another employee.
You can manage your pending approvals with the help of:
The notification center on the communication panel.
The [ Approvals ] tab on the section record page.
The action panel of the record page.

Set up approvals
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To set up approvals in a section:
1. Enable the approval function in the section wizard.
2. Set up approving process in the process designer or case designer.

1. Enable approvals in the section
1. Select the [ Open section wizard ] option from the [ View ] menu in the list of the corresponding section.
2. Select the [ Enable approval in section ] checkbox on the [ Section ] tab.
3. Save the changes. Saving may take some time.
As a result:
The [ Approvals ] tab will appear on the section record pages (Fig. 1). You may need to refresh the record
page to display the tab.
A new tab will appear in the notification center for approvers where they can view pending approvals and
process them. The [ Show only my approvals ] checkbox is enabled by default. Clear the checkbox to display
your subordinates' approvals (Fig. 2).

Note. Enabling approvals in the section wizard will not automatically create a business process or case for
approving. You will need to set up the process or case manually.

Attention. After enabling approving in section it is not possible to clear the [ Enable approval in section ]
checkbox. If you do not use this function, delete the [ Approvals ] tab from the section page.

Fig. 1 The [ Approvals ] tab on the [ Documents ] record page.

Fig. 2 The approval notification tab
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2. Set up the approval process
Depending on the specifics and complexity of your approval process, you can set up your approval sequence in:
The Process Designer. Use this option if the approval process is complex and has several stages. The
behavior of the approval can be specified in the [ Approval ] business process element.
The Case Designer. Use this option if the approval process is simple and has no complex conditions and
transitions, or if it does not have a set sequence and is difficult to structure. The approval will be created
automatically when a corresponding case stage is activated.

Approve records
Records can be approved in the notification center on the communication panel, the action panel of the record
page, or the [ Approvals ] tab on the section record page.
To approve a record on the [ Approvals ] tab:
1. Open a record page in the needed section, for example, [ Accounts ].

Note. By default the approval functions are available in the [ Contracts ], [ Invoices ], and [ Orders ]
sections. Adding the tab to another section can be performed in the section wizard.
2. Click the [ Approvals ] tab.
3. Select the required record on the [ Approvals ] detail, click
detail.

, and select [ Approve ] in the action menu of the

Work with approvals
Use additional commands in the actions menu of the [ Approvals ] detail to manage approvals.
[ Show all approvals ]/[ Show active approvals ] – displays all approvals for the record, or only those for which the
[ Canceled ] checkbox cleared. By default, it displays active approvals only.
[ Approve ] – sets the approval with a positive result. After you confirm the action, the approval status will be
changed to “Positive.”
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Note. By default, the approval comments are optional. You can make the [ Comment ] field required by
editing the “Accept approval without comment” system setting (the “AcceptApprovalWithoutComment”
code).

[ Reject ] – sets the approval with a negative result. Select this action to open an additional window for entering
approval comments. After you confirm the action, the approval status will be changed to “Negative.”
[ Change approver ] – changes the employee assigned as approver. The action is available for approvers if the
[ Delegation permitted ] checkbox is selected for the approval and the [ Delegated from ] field is not filled in. This
action opens a list of users and user groups that comprise the organizational structure of your company. The
user selected in this list will be specified in the [ Approver ] field, and the current user will be specified in the
[ Delegated from ] field.
[ Delete ] – deletes the selected approval. Requires administrator privileges. An approval can only be deleted after
being approved/rejected by the approver or if it is canceled.
The [ Approve ], [ Reject ], and [ Change approver ] commands can be used for approvals in the “To set” status
that are not canceled.
You can enable approval’s email notifications in the properties of the [ Approval ] element in the business process
or case.
Learn more about approvals in the mobile application in a separate article: Approve records.

Work with record lists
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The tile view shows each record as a set of tiles, each tile representing a field from the corresponding section. A
record in tile view usually occupies several rows. Tile view is best used when the list must show a lot of
information about each record, as well as images, such as contact profile photos and account logos.
When a record page opens the list is displayed in the additional vertical view. In this view, the list data is
displayed in a column. Each field of the record corresponds to a certain line in the vertical view. When you toggle
between records in the vertical view, the right side of the page displays the detailed information about the
selected record.
In Creatio you can edit records directly in the list without opening the corresponding pages. The editable list is
used for fast and frequently changing objects.
In this view, the emails and web addresses are displayed as links. Clicking a web address opens a window
containing the specified web page. Clicking an email address opens a window where you can create a new
message using the default mail client.
Some other values in the system are also displayed as links to allow quick switching between the records. For
example, the value in the [ Owner ] field of the [ Activities ] section is displayed as a link to enable switching from
the activities list to the activity's owner page.

Note. Data displayed in the list can be exported to Excel as an *.xlsx file for future processing.
Use data import in Creatio to add large numbers of records.
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You can customize the appearance of a list, its field group, and the data sorting parameters. You can also bring
up the summary information for displayed records. To set up lists, use the [ View ] menu (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The list setup menu

Set up columns
Any list can be set up individually for each system user. You can add or remove columns from a list, edit column
position, width, and display style.
You can display columns of the current object as well as columns from connected objects. For example, in the list
of the [ Accounts ] section, you can display information about the account’s primary contact (such as the
primary contact’s position, phone, and email address).
Also, the list can display aggregate columns that show the summary information about the subordinate objects.
For example, for the “Account” object, you can calculate the number of activities by account; for the “Contact”
object, you can display the date of the last call by the customer, etc.

Note. Objects that contain fields with the current object specified are called “subordinate objects” or
“objects with the reverse connection.”

The name of the connected column is generated in the format “Object.Column,” for example, “Primary
contact.Job title” or “Account.City.” The name of the aggregate column is generated in the format
“Function(Object (the way it is connected)).Column.” For example, to see the date of the last activity registered
for a contact, display the following column in the list: “Maximum(Activity(by column Contact)).End date.” The
column caption that is displayed in the list can be customized.
Select the [ Select fields to display ] command in the [ View ] menu to open the columns setup page.
To add a new column, click

:

Clicking the button in an empty cell will add a column at that position. In the list mode, you can add columns
only if free cells are available in the column setup area. If no free cells are available in the column setup area, a
click on
in the tile view will add a new row to the column.
near the border of any column. To do this, select the column and click
new column on the right or left of the existing column (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Inserting a column between existing columns

To set up the display column properties, select it, and then click

. Edit or hide column captions, specify

functions and filters for calculating aggregate columns, as well as select the caption display style.

Note. You can only set up the [ Hide caption ] column if you select in the tile view of the record list.

To hide a column, select it and click

. If there are no columns in the row after the column has been removed

in the tile view, then the row will be hidden.
To adjust column width, drag its left or right border with your mouse (Fig. 3). If no free cells are available in the
row, the width of other columns will be modified to accommodate the new column size.
Fig. 3 Changing a column width

To move a column, select it, and then drag it to an empty cell with your mouse (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Moving a column

To save column settings, click the [ Save ] button. The changes will be saved for the current user. If the column
settings must be saved for all users, select the [ Save for all users ] command from the [ Save ] button menu.
The [ Save for all users ] command is available if the current user has permission for the [ List setup for all users ]
system operation.

Note. To cancel custom column settings in all sections, click the [ Restore default settings ] button in the
user profile. Read more in the User management block of articles.
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Add a regular list column
Described below is the procedure for adding current object columns to the list.

Example. Display the [ City ] and [ Department ] columns in the [ Contacts ] section.

To do this:
1. Open the [ Contacts ] section
2. In the [ View ] menu, select the [ Select fields to display ] command.
3. On the column setup page, click the

button.

4. Select the column to be displayed, for example, “City.” Click the [ Select ] button (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Selecting a column

5. In the column settings area, select the added column and set up its width (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Widening a column

6. Use the same procedure to add the [ Department ] column. Use the preview area to optimize the column
width (Fig. 7). Click [ Save ].
Fig. 7 Setting up columns in the [ Contacts ] section
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Add an aggregated column
You can display aggregate columns of the connected objects. For example, you can get the summary information
about the “Account” object by the connected “Activity” object.

Example. Display several current contact’s activities connected to each account in the list of the
[ Accounts ] section.

1. Open the [ Accounts ] section.
2. In the [ View ] menu, select the [ Select fields to display ] command.
3. On the column setup page, click the

button.

4. In the opened column selection window:
a. Click the [ + ] button next to the object name.
b. In the added field, select an object with the reverse connection, for example, “Activity (by the [ Account ]
column).”
c. In the [ Column ] field, specify the column of the connected object, for example, “Quantity.”
d. Click the [ Select ] button (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 Selecting an aggregate column

5. On the opened page, specify the display and filter parameters for the selected column (Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9 The column setup page

6. Enter the caption for the column to be displayed, for example, “Number of activities.”
7. Specify the filter for data aggregating. For example, to display the number of activities, whose owner is the
current user, apply filtering by [ Owner ]: Current contact.
8. Click the [ Save ] button on the column setup page.
9. Save the column setup parameters.
As a result, the accounts list will display the number of activities of the current user for each account.

Sort records in a list
For convenience, the section records can be sorted by the values in the selected column in ascending or
descending order.
To sort records, select the [ Sort by ] command in the [ View ] menu. The columns displayed on the section page
are listed in the menu. The sorting order (ascending or descending) is indicated next to the name of the column
by which sorting is done. For example, all records of the [ Activities ] section can be sorted by the values in the
[ Due ] column in descending order (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Data sorting

To sort records by column, select the [ Sort by ] command in the [ View ] menu. Then select the needed column.
Selecting the column repeatedly changes the sort order. To display the needed column in the menu, set up the
section list.
In the list view, you can quickly sort records by clicking the column caption (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11 Quick data sorting in the list view

Note. Creatio automatically saves sorting parameters for each user individually. To return to the default
sorting parameters, click [ Restore default settings ] in the user profile. In this case, all custom settings
including sorting will be discarded in all system sections.

Set up list summaries
Set up the summaries to display the summary information based on the data in the section columns. Select the
[ Set up summaries ] command in the [ View ] menu to manage summaries (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 The [ Set up summaries ] option

The configured summaries will be displayed in the top right part of the section area (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Summaries area in a section

Summaries are used to calculate:
the total number of records (available for all columns). For example, you can calculate the number of
registered customers in the [ Contacts ] section.
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the minimum or maximum value in a column (available for numeric columns, date/time columns). For example,
in the [ Accounts ] section, you can find out the last date that a new company was added.
The sum or the average value in a column (for numeric columns only). For example, in the [ Activities ] section,
you can display the average activity duration.
If the section records are filtered (for example, a folder is selected, or one or more filters are applied), then
summaries will be calculated only for the filtered records. For example, if you want to calculate the number of
customers from New York, set the corresponding filter and display summaries (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 Display of summaries for filtered records

Calculate the number of records
To calculate the number of records:
1. Open the needed system section.
2. In the [ View ] menu, select the [ Set up summaries ] command.
3. Select the [ Display number of records ] checkbox on the opened page.
4. Click [ Save ].
5. As a result, the total number of system records will be displayed in the summary area.

Calculate the results by the column value
Described below is the procedure of setting up summaries by column values, using the average activity duration
value as an example. To set up:
1. Open the required section, for example, the [ Activities ] section.
2. In the [ View ] menu, select the [ Set up summaries ] command.
3. On the opened page, click the [ Add ] button.
4. In the list, select the numeric column the summaries should be displayed by, for example, “Duration
(minutes).” Click the [ Select ] button (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 Selecting a column

Note. To select a column of a subordinate object, click the
object from the list.

button and select the needed subordinate

5. On the summary setup page, specify the display parameters for the summary information:
a. Select the function from the list for calculating data, for example, “Average.”
b. Enter the caption that will be displayed in the summary area, for example, “Average duration (minutes),”
and click the

button.

c. Click the [ Save ] button to save the user settings (Fig. 16).
As a result, the average activity duration will be displayed in the summary area of the [ Activities ] section.
Fig. 16 Setting up summaries by column values of an object

To view summaries for specific records, apply a filter, or select a folder. For example, you can specify the
owner, activity category, and the required period.

Remove summaries
To remove summaries from the page, click the
Fig. 17 Canceling dashboards display

List FAQ
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How many columns can I add to a section list?
Section lists can be displayed in either “list” or “tile” view.
The maximum number of columns displayed in the list view is 24. However, selecting a significant number of
columns may be uninformative since the visible area of the list depends on your monitor size. Also, the column
width depends on your monitor resolution. Column width may not be sufficient to display the information on
smaller monitors (768px, 1024px).
The number of columns displayed in the tile view is unlimited. However, selecting a significant number of
columns affects the overall performance of the system due to increased database loading times.
We recommend selecting the optimal number of columns to display the most important data in the list.

How do I quickly update the list without reloading the entire section page?
If you make changes to the list (for example, if you modify filtering conditions or sort list entries) It may be
necessary to quickly update the list without having to refresh the section page (by pressing the F5 button or
using the "Reload" command). To update the list data, click on the name of the section (Fig. 18).
Fig. 18 Updating the list data in the [ Activities ] section

When I export data, a message that says "You have insufficient rights to
operate” pops up
You may have not configured access permission to the [ Export list records ] system operation.

How to download detail values?
Data from the detail can be exported with the [ Export to Excel ] command available from the actions menu of the
detail (Fig. 19).
Fig. 19 Exporting a detail list to Excel

Folders
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PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use folders to organize and segment your records. Setting up folders will assist you to easily find the necessary
records among multiple data. For example, in the [ Contacts ] section, you can create a “New customers” folder
that will filter records by the contact type (“Customer”) and the record date (“Current month”). If you select a
folder within a section, only the records that match folder filter conditions will be displayed. You can add your
most frequently used folders in favorites.
A section record can be included in one or more folders.
The folders can have a tree-like structure and contain both parent and subordinate folders. The folder structure
does not affect the contents of the folders. For example, if a record is included in one of the subordinate folders,
it does not necessarily mean it is included in the parent folder.
You can create the necessary folder structure and specify your own rules for the folder contents. The
procedures for creating static and dynamic folders are different. Deleting a folder will not result in deleting the
records contained in it.

Static folders
Static folders (indicated with the

icon) include only those section records that have been added to these

folders manually or via converting from the dynamic folder. “VIP” or “Blacklist” are examples of static folders
because the decision to include certain customers into such folders is made for each record individually. Static
folders can be used to group other folders.

Attention. Static folders are only available in some Creatio sections.

Create a static folder
Static folders are only available in some Creatio sections. You can create a static folder in the following ways:
Add a folder and fill it with records manually.
Copy the folder content from a dynamic folder.
To add a static folder manually:
1. In the [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Show folders ] option. The folder area will be displayed.
2. In the [ Add folder ] menu, select the [ Static ] command.
Fig. 1 Creating a static folder

Note. The [ Add folder ] button menu is only displayed for sections where you can create a static
folder.
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3. Enter the folder name and click [ OK ] on the opened page.
As a result, the new static folder will be added in the section. You need to populate this folder manually by
selecting the required records and running the [Add to folder] action Read more in the "Add records to a
static folder" article.
To convert a dynamic folder into a static folder:
Fig. 2 Converting the dynamic folder to static

1. In the [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Show folders ] option.
2. In the folder tree, select a dynamic folder which content you need to include in a static folder.
3. From the

menu, select the [ Convert folder ] option.

4. Enter the new folder name and click [ OK ] in the opened page.
As a result, the static folder will appear as a subfolder of the selected dynamic folder. The content of the folders
will be identical at the moment of conversion. Further, you can manually include or exclude records using the
[ Add to folder ] action. Read more in the "Add records to a static folder" article.

Note. The [ Convert folder ] action does not affect the content of the original dynamic folder.

Add records to a static folder
1. In the [ Actions ] menu, select the [Select multiple records] command (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Switching to the multiple selection mode
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Note. Switching to the multiple selection mode is not required for adding a single record to the static
folder.

Fig. 4 Adding a record to a static folder

2. Check the boxes next to the records you want to include in the static folder.
3. In the [ Actions ] menu, select the [ Include in folder ] command.
4. In the opened window, select the needed folder and click the [ Select ] button (or double-click the needed
folder).
As a result, the records selected in the section will be included in this static folder.

Remove records from a static folder
1. In the section [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Show folders ] command.
2. Select a static folder whose records must be excluded.
3. In the [ Actions ] menu, select the [ Select multiple records ] command.
4. Select the records that must be excluded from the selected folder.
5. In the [ Actions ] menu, select the [ Exclude from folder ] command.
Fig. 5 Excluding records from the selected static folder
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As a result, the selected records will be excluded from the selected static folder.

Dynamic folders
Dynamic folders (indicated with the

icon) contain only those section records that match the specified filter

conditions. For example, you can create a dynamic folder “New customers“ for records filtered by the date they
were created on.
Records cannot be manually included in or excluded from dynamic folders. A record will be displayed in a dynamic
folder only if it matches the folder filter. If the record no longer meets the folder filter, it will automatically be
excluded from that folder.
For example, your “Competitors” folder filters the records by the account type (“Competitors”). Thus, the
companies for which the “Competitor” value is specified will be automatically included in the folder. If the
company type changes, the record will automatically be excluded from that folder.

Create a dynamic folder
To create a dynamic folder with the corresponding filter conditions:
1. In the [ Filter ] menu, select the [ Show folders ] command.
Fig. 1 [Show folders] command

2. Click the [ Add folder ] button. In the sections where the static folders are available, select the [ Dynamic ]
command in the button menu.
3. Populate the opened window with the folder name and click [ OK ] – you will see a filter condition setup area
appear.
Fig. 2 Folder filter setup area
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4. Set the needed filter conditions and click the [ Save ] button.
Fig. 3 Saving a folder filter

Note. Filter condition setup is identical to the advanced filter setup.

As a result, all the records that meet the filter conditions appear automatically in the section list when you select
the folder.

Note. You can also save an advanced filter as a dynamic folder. To do this, click the [Save as] button in the
filter area.

You can copy the necessary folder if you need to create a folder whose filter conditions are partially identical to
one of the existing folders. You can also copy the original folder access rights if necessary. To do this, select
[ Copy ] in the

button menu of the necessary folder.

Add folders to favorites
You can add the most frequently used folders to the list of favorites.Both static and dynamic folders can be
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added to the list.
To add a folder to favorites, select it and click the

button (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding a folder to favorites

All added folders are displayed as subordinate to the “Favorite“ folder in the folder area. In addition, the favorite
folders become available in the [Filter] menu (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Selecting the favorite folder in the [Filter] menu

Get started with the mobile app UI
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

After synchronizing with the Creatio server you can start working with the mobile application (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Mobile application workplace
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Tap

to access the main page (Fig. 2) and move between sections of the mobile application.

Fig. 2 Mobile application main page
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The main page of the mobile application contains a list of sections configured in the mobile application wizard, as
well as the Approvals section and the Settings menu.
The mobile application list (Fig. 3) contains a list of section records. The list and display method are configured in
the main application
Fig. 3 [ Accounts ] section list of mobile application
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To open the record, tap it in the list.

Search records
To search for a record in a section, enter the search parameters (for example, a fragment of a company name)
in the [ Search ] field (Fig. 4). The search is performed in the current section and by the primary displayed column
(the first column configured in the mobile application wizard).
For example, enter a fragment of an account name in the [ Accounts ] section, and in a couple of seconds, the
result corresponding to the search parameters will be displayed. A search by primary account won't return any
search results.
Fig. 4 Search in the section list
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To display all the records of a section, clear the search field.

Add records
To create a new record, tap the

button in the section list. Fill in the page and save the changes.

Filter records
You can filter records in Creatio mobile app sections and details by the values specified in one or more columns.
For example, using the filters you can quickly find an account by a name fragment or tasks by a specific
customer.
To access the filter, tap the

button to the right of the search field (Fig. 5) of the section or detail list. The

filter page will open (Fig. 6).
Fig. 5 The filter button in a section

Note. In the [ Activities ] section, the filter is available in the section list view only.

Tap a column that you want to filter records by and specify the filter value.
Fig. 6 The filter page
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When opened, the filter page displays the same columns as the corresponding section page. If the application is
in the online mode, tap [ Show more ] to display all section columns. In the offline mode, only preliminary
configured columns will be displayed.

Note. Use the [ Search ] field at the top of the filter page to quickly locate the needed columns.

Note. The columns in the section record page can be configured in the [ Mobile application wizard ] in the
System designer of the desktop application.

After selecting the filter values, tap

to apply the filter. Filtered records will be displayed in the section or

detail list (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Applying filters in a section

The number at the top right of the “funnel” icon represents the number of columns used in the currently applied
filter.

Note. If a filter uses several columns, then only the values that match all filter conditions will be displayed
after applying the filter (similar to using the "AND" logical operator to group filter conditions in the desktop
application).

To change the filter conditions, tap
Tap

to remove the filter.
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Note. The filter settings will persist after updating the page or switching sections. The filters will reset upon
logout.

You can filter data by string, lookup, numeric, and date columns. For example, if you need to filter data by an
account name, tap a text column on the filter page and enter the full or partial filter value using the keyboard (Fig.
8).
Fig. 8 Filtering by a text column

By default, all text column filters use the “starts with” condition. For example, if you enter the “Alpha” value in the
[ Name ] column of the [ Account ] section and apply the filter, all companies with the name starting with “Alpha”
will be displayed.
Use the “%” character to set “wildcard” filter values. For example, in the Accounts section, enter the "%Global"
as the value of a [ Name ] column filter to display all companies that contain [ Global ] in their names (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Using the “%” character to specify text filter values
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Edit records
You can edit data either in edit mode or in normal mode (when viewing data).
In view mode, you can make changes to the page's fields and embedded columns. You can also make changes to
the page using the actions menu. In section page edit mode all columns are available for editing.

Quick edit
In normal mode (view mode), column values containing main information and communication options are available
for editing.
For example, to change the name of the company where the contact works:
1. Open the [ Contacts ] section of the mobile application.
2. Tap and hold the [ Account ] column and drag it through the column to the left (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Editing a contact's [ Account ] column
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3. Tap the [ Change ] button.
4. Select a value from the lookup.
Communication options are edited in the same way in view mode.

Note. To change, for example, the name of a contact, tap on the column and enter the value.

Edit mode
In the edit mode, you can edit a record:
1. Tap the [ Edit ] button in the upper right corner of the mobile application (Fig. 11)
Fig. 11 Editing records in mobile application
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2. Enter the required values on the edit page (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Editing mobile application section page
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3. Click [ Save ].

Run actions
Tap

in the lower part of the record to access the section actions menu.

The list of actions available in the actions menu depends on the opened section (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 [ Contacts ] section actions menu
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Approve records
The approval functionality of Creatio desktop applications is available in the mobile app as well. After a record is
submitted for approval in the main Creatio application, the assignee can approve or reject the record in the mobile
app. To do this, use the [ Approvals ] section.
The [ Approvals ] section lists all records submitted for approval, including records from sections normally
unavailable in the mobile app (Fig. 14). For example, you can approve a contract and an order using your mobile
app, even if the app is not configured to display the [ Contracts ] and [ Orders ] sections. Read more about
setting up mobile app sections in the Mobile application wizard article.
Fig. 14 Records submitted for approval in the mobile [ Approvals ] section
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Approvals require an active Internet connection.
To process an approval:
1. Open the [ Approvals ] section of the mobile application.
2. To approve a record, swipe the record left.
3. To reject a record, swipe the record right.
A few seconds after the swipe, you can cancel your approval or rejection using the cancel button in the
notification at the bottom of the app.
As a result, the record will be approved or rejected. The app will display a notification about a successful
approval processing to the approver. The approval status will be changed to “Positive” or “Negative”. The
record will be no longer listed in the [ Approvals ] section.

Note. Instead of swiping, you can tap a record in the [ Approvals ] section to open the approval page,
then tap [ Approve ] or [ Reject ]. In that case, canceling the approval or rejection will not be available.

Work with record pages
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

All information about the record is available on its edit page. Information can be displayed as a field or detail.
A field is an element displayed in the form of a certain value. The value can be specified in a textual, numeric, or
logic format, in the format of date or time, and can also be selected from a list or a lookup.
When selecting values from a list or a lookup, the system will offer a list of records starting with the entered value
after entering a few characters.
Similar fields can be grouped into field groups. You can minimize groups.
A detail is an element about other objects connected to the selected record. Details are implemented are used
when the main record may be connected to more than one record object. For example, the information
connected to activity contact, addresses, documents, etc.
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Visually, a detail is different from a group field due to the presence of the toolbar for managing data (update and
change records, sort, filter, configure details, etc)
The records in a detail can have their own edit pages.
Each record page consists of several blocks with structured details containing record data (Fig. 1). The page
contains:
Record profile
Connected information profile
Page tabs
Dashboard tile if it was added to the page by the user
Toolbar
Workflow bar and action panel (depending on the section)
Fig. 1 A record page
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Record profile (1)
The most important information about a record is displayed on the record page in the main sections of Creatio.

Connected record block (2)
Brief information about connected records, for example, client name, job title, and mobile phone number in the
profile enables you to look through all the key data of the connected record on the page of the main record. A
page can contain one or several profiles.
If the connected record in the profile is not specified, you can select it from existing ones or create a new record.
You can delete a record connection by clicking at the top right of the profile page.

Workflow bar (3)
In sections where records are maintained by a business process, a workflow bar is displayed. It enables you to
see at what stage of the workflow a record is, and quickly move on to the next stage. This makes the case
intuitive and simple and helps you to focus on moving forward.
The bar color changes depending on the stage. For example, the workflow bar is colored red if the opportunity is
moved to the [ Closed lost ] stage.

Note. Use the Case Designer to set up the workflow bar.

Action panel (4)
With the actions panel you can always see scheduled tasks and with just one click proceed to your activities,
work with email or the feed. You don't need to leave the main section because all the work with activity takes
place on the mini page.
For sections that use business processes or cases, you can also work with a list of tasks that are scheduled
automatically according to the process (case). You can, for example, approve a document (order, memo, etc.)
right from the action panel. You can work with the case, communicate with a client, or follow the opportunity
history and lead registration data at the same time.
Using the action panel, you can:
Schedule a task
Send an email

.
.

Create a case in the self-service portal
Create a post in the record feed

.

.

Message a contact through Facebook Messenger
Record call results

, WhatsApp

, or Telegram

chat.

.

The action panel displays the following:
Activities connected to a section object in a specific field. For example, in the lead action panel, only tasks that
contain the selected lead in the [ Lead ] field are shown.
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Activities not in a final state.

Note. The activity is in its final state when the [ Final state ] checkbox is selected in the [ Activities states ]
lookup.

Approval in the “To set” status which is not canceled (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Approval on the action panel

The action panel can contain other business process elements, such as user dialogs and other pages that the
process is supposed to open.

Page tabs (5)
Detailed information about the record is displayed on separate tabs. For example, the [ History ] tab contains the
history of activities, calls, and messages, and information about connected records. The [ Feed ] tab contains
user-published messages related to the record. These tabs contain fields, groups of fields, details, and
dashboards.

Toolbar (6)
The toolbar contains buttons to perform actions with the record.
You can save data, cancel changes, or close the page on the toolbar.
The Actions button enables you to set access rights and subscribe to updates for a selected record. With the
help of the action menu, you can also perform other tasks that depend on the section, for example, update a
contact with social network data, create an order based on opportunity, or send an invoice or order for
approval.
The Tags button enables you to set tags to make searching more convenient and to group records.
The Print button enables you to save information about a record in a separate file. Clicking the button opens a
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list of print forms and reports available in this section. The list of data, displayed in the printed form, depends
on the section. After you select a report or a printed form, the information from the record page is stored in a
separate file in PDF format.
You can launch a process for the selected record by clicking the Run process button. The [ Run process ]
button is enabled only if the start of the business process for a section record is configured.
The View button opens the section wizard.

Page dashboards (7)
You can configure the displaying of dashboard tiles on any record page. A dashboard component displays the
system data in various ways, for example, as a chart or a number. Adding of dashboard tiles on record pages is
performed in the section wizard.

Resume a business process
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

If a process step was postponed or a step was activated without opening any pages, you can resume the
process in the following ways:
In the [ Activities ] section. Read more >>>
From a record connected to the postponed process step. Read more >>>
Learn more about resuming business processes by a system administrator in the “Run a process or a process
step” article.

Resume a process in the [ Activities ] section
Processes often create activities for users to complete. A list of activities is displayed in the [ Activities ] section
and on the [ History ] tab in other sections.
To resume a process, open a connected activity in the list of the [ Activities ] section.
When the [ User dialog ] and [ Open edit page ] elements are activated, a process creates activities of the "Task"
type in the [ Activities ] section. If you open such an activity, the dialog page opens instead of the default activity
page.

Note. Custom pages open only for incomplete activities. After the process element is completed, the
default task page will open for this activity.

Resume a process from a connected record
A process can perform steps that do not include any activities, for example, when a page must be activated
during a process, or the action is connected with a specific record in the system.
If such a step is postponed, you can return to it by using the [ Process ] button on the page of the record that is
connected to the step (Fig. 1). If the record is connected to multiple tasks, you can select the required task from
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the list.
Fig. 1 Resuming a process from a connected record page

If this record is selected from a list, system also displays [ Move down the process ] button (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Resuming a process from a list

If you click the [ Move down the process ] button and the record is connected to one incomplete process step,
the corresponding page will be opened. If there are several steps for the record, an additional window will open
where you will have the possibility to select the required step.

Resume a process from the communication panel
The notifications display case and process steps (also known as “user actions”) that require some form of
activity from you. These process-related actions may include completing Creatio activities, sending emails, editing
records, filling out pre-configured pages, etc. The tab displays process tasks where:
You are specified as the owner.
The process task status is “Running”.
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All notifications on the

tab in the notification center are active until they are processed. Click the process

task title to open the page where you can complete this process task (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Executing a business process task

Perform the process task on the opened page: complete the opened activity, send the email, save the record,
etc. If the process task is canceled or postponed to a later time, the corresponding notification will be updated
automatically.
After completing the process task, the notification will no longer display on the communication panel. Once all
process steps have been completed, the counter on the

button disappears.

Complete a process
A process ends automatically when the end event is activated or when all active process steps are completed.
When a process instance is completed, the system calculates the duration.

Note. Only completed processes are taken into account when calculating statistics.

If you need to terminate a business process, you can cancel the process instance or disable the process itself.

Tags
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use tags to segment your records manually. For example, you can tag records in the [ Contacts ] section to
mark your VIP-customers or the “blacklisted” customers. Each record is tagged individually. You can quickly
search and filter tagged records. For example, you can use tags to find the necessary article in the [ Knowledge
base ] section.
A section record can have several tags at a time. Also, you can assign either tags that will be displayed only to
you or will be available to other Creatio users or customers on the self-service portal.

Work with tags
You can assign tags to any record in Creatio. Records are tagged manually. You can tag a record directly from
the record page. Use the section filter area to filter the records by tags. Creatio uses separate tag lists for each
section.
The following types of tags are used in Creatio :
Private tags are only visible and accessible to the user who created them. Any user can create any number
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of private tags. Private tags are not visible to managers and system administrators. Private tags in Creatio are
marked green.
Corporate – tags that are visible to all the company employees. Any employee can add or remove a
corporate tag. Corporate tags can be created by all employees/roles who are permitted to perform the
“Corporate tag management” operation. Corporate tags in Creatio are marked blue.
Public – tags that are visible for all the company employees and for the self-service portal users. Any
employee can add or remove a public tag. Public tags can be created by all employees/roles that are permitted
to perform the “Public tag management” operation. Public tags in Creatio are marked red.

Note. By default, the permission to create public and corporate tags is only granted to the “System
administrators” role.

Create a tag
1. Open a record that you want to tag, for example, a contact page, and click the

button.

2. In the opened window, enter the name of your new tag. The drop-down menu will display the tag types that
you can create. Select tag type to finish creating a tag (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Creating a tag

As a result, a new tag will be created in Creatio . The currently opened record will be tagged with this new tag.

Note. When creating a tag, use the [ + ] button in the window or the “Down”, “Up” and “Enter” keys.

Note. If the combination of the type and the name of your new tag already exists, Creatio will not create
new tags. In this case, the existing tag will be assigned to the section record.
The names of personal tags created by different users may coincide.

Tag a record
1. Open a record that you want to tag, for example, a contact page, and click the
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2. In the opened window, start entering the name of the existing tag that you want to assign to the selected
record. The drop-down list will show the tag search results. Select your tag (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Tagging a record

As a result, the selected contact will be tagged.

Note. To view the full list of tags, press the “Down” key while the cursor is in the empty [ Tags ] window
string.

To filter records by tags, click the

button in the filter area. Place the cursor in the opened window and select

your tag from the list (Fig. 2). You can also enter the tag name manually.
Fig. 2 Selecting a tag to filter section records

As a result, the section records will be filtered by the selected tag.

Remove a tag
1. Open a record that you want to remove a tag from, for example, a contact page, and click the

button.

2. In the opened window, click [ X ] next to the tag to remove (Fig. 1). The tag will be removed from the section
record. Removing the tag from the record will not result in deleting the tag itself.
Fig. 1 Removing a tag
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Set up advanced filter for a tagged record
Use the advanced filter function to apply several parameters or filter conditions to tagged records.

Example. Display the accounts tagged with “Pay attention” whose profile completion is less than 50%.

To do this:
1. From the [ Filters/folders ] menu, select the [ Switch to advanced mode ] option.
2. In the filter condition setup area perform the following:
a. Click [ Add condition ].
b. Press the

button next to the “Account” object title.

c. In the added field, select the “Accounts section record tag (by column Object)” reverse connection object.
d. In the [ Column ] field, specify the “Quantity” column of the connected object.
e. Change the “count” condition type to “exists”.
f. Add additional “Tag” condition and select the “Pay attention” tag.
g. Add the “Data entry compliance” condition.
h. Select the “<” condition and specify 50.
3. Click the [ Apply ] button (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 – Setting up the advanced filter for a record tagged with “Pay attention”
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As a result, all accounts tagged with “Pay attention” and with profile completion of less than 50% will be
displayed.

Note. Save the filter conditions as a folder for further use.

Tags FAQ
How to view a list of available tags?
Open a section page. In the filter area, click the

button. Hover the mouse cursor over the displayed field. A list

of all tags available in current section will be displayed (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 A list of available tags

A system administrator has permission to display a list of all section tags. One way to manage an object record is
to create and edit a lookup based on that object (e.g., to edit the existing tags in the [ Activities ] section, create a
lookup based on the “Activity section tag” object). All tags of the corresponding section will be viewable as
records of that lookup. Users with system administrator privileges will have access to all tags of all users
(including private tags) this way.

How to edit and delete existing tags?
Tags can be edited and deleted by modifying records in the corresponding section tag object (e.g., “Contacts
section tag”, “Accounts section tag”, etc.). One way to manage an object record is to create and edit a lookup
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based on that object (e.g., to edit the existing tags in the [ Activities ] section, create a lookup based on the
“Activity section tag” object). Standard access permissions apply.

How to delete a tag?
A user with access to the [ Lookups ] section has permission to delete tags. Create a lookup with a tag of the
specific section as an object (for example, “Activity section tag”). Find the tag to delete in the created lookup and
click the

button.

Manage calls
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

In Creatio, all base telephony features (for example, receiving incoming calls and making outgoing ones, putting
calls on hold and transferring them to another number) are available on the communication panel. To display the
[ Calls ] tab, click the

button.

Set up phone integration to enable call management in Creatio. Use a headset to make and receive calls.

Make calls
Outgoing call can be made in a number of ways. You can either dial the number manually on the communication
panel, make a call using the calls history or click the call button on the contact page.

Dial by phone number
If you know the phone number that you want to call:
1. On the [ Calls ] tab, enter the phone number in the tab field and click the call button or press the [ Enter ] key
(Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Manual dial

You can also make a call by clicking the call button next to the name of the needed subscriber in the calls
history (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Dial from the calls history
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2. Wait for the connection (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 An outgoing call

3. If the connection is successful, the call will be switched to the conversation mode.
4. To end the call, click the end call button.

Dial by phone number
If you know the name of the contact that you want to call:
1. On the [ Calls ] tab, enter the contact name or a part of it in the tab field. The system will search for contacts
whose name contains the entered fragment and will display those contacts on the tab.

Note. To start searching, enter three or more characters.
2. Find the needed subscriber in the list and click the call button next to the phone number you want to call
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Search for a subscriber by name

3. Wait for the connection.

Quick dial from record pages and the section list
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You can call a contact (an account) from the contact/account page or from the section list.
1. To start a call from the contact page:
a. On the Communication options detail, click the phone number or the call button next to the number you
want to call (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Quick dial from the record page

1. Wait for the connection.
2. To make a call from the section list, click the phone number that is displayed as a link (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Quick dial from the section list

Receive calls
By default, the section is hidden. It expands in the right side panel of the screen when incoming call is received
(Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 An incoming call

1. To start the conversation, click the call answer button or pick up the phone if the button is unavailable.
2. To decline a call, click the end call button.

Note. The type of the Call Center used in Creatio determines whether the answer button is displayed for
an incoming call or not. For example, the answer button is unavailable when working with Asterisk Call
Center. If your telephone network supports this feature, and you would like to use it, open the Call
Centre parameters setup page and select the [ Enable picking up phone from application ] checkbox.
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The setup page can be opened from the user profile.

Identify the caller
In Creatio, a subscriber is identified by the phone number during both an outgoing or an incoming call.
1. If a subscriber (a contact or an account) is identified by the phone number while calling, the name of the
subscriber will be displayed on the call panel (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 Identify the subscriber

2. If the same phone number is specified for more than one contact or account, the list of those subscribers will
be displayed on the call panel. To select the needed subscriber, click the subscriber's record in the list (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Select one of the contacts found by the phone number

3. If you need to change the selected subscriber, open the additional menu next to the subscriber's name and
select the [ Select another record ] option (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Select another subscriber
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Note. The information about the selected subscriber will be saved in the call history in the [ Calls ] section.

If a subscriber is not identified by the phone number while calling, at the end of th call you will be able to create a
contact or an account or connect a call to the existing contact or account via the calls history.

Put calls on hold
While you are on a call, you can put the call on hold so that the subscriber is still on the line but cannot hear you.
Click the

button on the call panel to put a call on hold. Click the

button to resume conversation.

Note. The call cannot be transferred or finished when it is on hold.

Transfer calls
While you are on a call, you can transfer the call to another phone number. When using the Avaya, Webitel,
Finesse, TAPI, Infinity, and Asterisk connectors, blind (unconditional) transfer is available for all calls.

Note. To enable blind transfer, select the [ Use blind transfer ] checkbox in the user profile.

To transfer the call to another agent without interrupting the call:
1. Click the

button on the call panel. An additional field will be displayed. Use this field to enter the phone

number that you want to transfer the call to. Also, the calls history will become available on the tab. Use it to
transfer the call to a subscriber that you recently contacted.
2. Enter the phone number or select the needed subscriber from the calls history and click the call button
(Fig. 11). You can also find the needed subscriber by name.
Fig. 11 Dial when transferring the call
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3. The call will be put on hold, and the system will start establishing the connection with the subscriber whom you
transfer the call to. The information about subscribers will be displayed on the call panel (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Connect to another subscriber when transferring the call

4. To quickly transfer the call, put down the phone, so both subscribers will be connected, and you will be
disconnected from the conversation.
5. To make an attended transfer, wait for the connection with the subscriber whom you transfer the call to. In
case if the connection is successful, the call panel will display additional buttons used to finish the transfer or
to cancel it (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Talk to a subscriber while transferring the call
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Make and receive video calls
In Creatio, you can make video calls if Webitel integration is configured in Creatio. Video communication is
available only for internal calls.
You can enable/disable video calls in Creatio. To manage video calls setup:
1. Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the main page of the application.
2. Click the [ Call Center parameters setup ] button.
3. On the displayed page, select/deselect the [ Use video ] checkbox to enable/disable video calls.
When video calls are enabled, during the call, you see the video image of the user that the connection is
established with and share your own video image.
In the video call mode, the communication panel additionally contains the video area and video call controls, such
as a seek bar and timer that indicates the time passed since the call start.

Check the calls history
You can view the recent calls history on the communication panel. It is available if the user is neither in a
conversation mode nor searching for a subscriber. The history is also available when transferring a call to
another number.
The calls history chronologically displays the recent incoming, outgoing and missed calls, and brief information
about the accounts/contacts that a connection was established with (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 The calls history

Note. The number of calls displayed in the history can be set up in the “Number of records on the “Calls
history“ tab“ system setting.

Note. Do not close the browser window when making a call via the Creatio interface for proper saving the
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call history. If the window was closed during the conversation, the call ent dime and its duration will not be
saved.

The calls history displays information only about the latest communication session with a certain subscriber
(account or contact). For example, if you call several numbers specified on the [ Communication options ] detail
of a contact, the calls history will display one record for this contact with the number that was dialed last.
If you called a subscriber and now you need to call another of his/her numbers, go to the contact/account page
from the calls history and make a call from the subscriber page.
To do that, in the calls history, click the name of the contact/account. It is displayed as a link (Fig. 15). The
subscriber page will open. On the page, select the needed number from the numbers available on the
[ Communication options ] detail. You can call directly from the contact/account page by clicking either the phone
number or the call button next to the number on the [ Communication options ] detail.
Fig. 15 Open a contact page from the calls history

If the same phone number is associated with several subscribers (contacts and/or accounts) in the system, then
when the connection is established, different subscribers will be identified, and the calls history will display
separate records for each contact/account (Fig. 16).
Fig. 16 The calls history for one number associated with several users

In addition to viewing completed incoming and outgoing calls, you can create a contact or account, connect the
call with an existing contact and display connected activities. To process a call, use the menu, which you can
open by clicking the
button (Fig. 17).
Fig. 17 The call processing menu
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To add a contact for the call subscriber, select [ Create contact ]. New contact page will open. After saving the
contact, the corresponding phone number will be automatically added to the [ Communication options ] detail. By
default, “Mobile phone” will be set as the communication option type.
You can add an account based on the call subscriber. To do this, select the [ Create account ] menu command.
After saving the account, the corresponding phone number will be automatically added to the [ Communication
options ] By default, “Primary phone” will be set as the communication option type.
To connect a call to an existing contact or account, select the [ Add to existing contact ] menu command
and select corresponding record from the lookup. The phone number from the call will be added to the
[ Communication options ] detail of the selected record.
To display call connections to contacts, accounts and other records, select the [ Show all connections ] menu
command. Connected account, contact and activity will be displayed below the general call information (Fig. 18).
Fig. 18 The call connections

You can connect the call to a system record by selecting a record type in the menu and clicking the
(Fig. 19).
Fig. 19 Bind a call
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Record calls
Recording and playback of calls is available in Creatio if your Call Center supports this feature. Call recording and
playback rules can be set up in such office call center as Webitell.

Note. Additional setup is required to enable call playback.

To play a call record, go to the [ History ] tab of the needed contact or account. Select the needed call record on
the [ Calls ] detail and click the [ Play ] button (Fig. 20).
Fig. 20 Play a call record

Call records are played in a web player with basic playback options (Fig. 21).
Fig. 21 The record playback

You can also download call record as an audio file by selecting the [ Download audio file ] menu command
(Fig. 22).
Fig. 22 Download the call record file
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Change your agent status
Agent status menu is displayed when you click the user image located in the top right corner of the screen
(Fig. 23).
Fig. 23 The agent status menu

The list of available agent statuses depends on the telecommunications system that is used and can be set up in
the [ User status for message exchange ] lookup.

Work with the mobile app calendar
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Activities ] section in the mobile application is synchronized with the primary Creatio application and can be
used both offline and online (Fig. 1).
Tasks can be displayed either as a virtual organizer or a drop-down list. In the calendar mode the tasks which
you are responsible for, and those in which you were added to [ Participants ] detail, are displayed. In the list
mode, only the tasks for which you are responsible are displayed. You can select the view (drop-down list or
calendar) in the upper area of the workspace area.
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Fig. 1 [ Activities ] section of mobile application

Depending on the size of your mobile device screen, the default calendar view is for the current day or the
current week. If necessary, you can change the display period of the schedule.
To change the display period for tasks in the calendar, tap

and select the required time interval.

Tap anywhere on the blank calendar space and swipe right to go to the next day or left to go to the previous day.

Note. The calendar view period can differ due to the work limitations of different mobile devices. For
tablets: the schedule in the [ Activities ] section can be changed to weekly or daily mode. For mobile
phones, the schedule is always displayed daily in portrait view and weekly in landscape view.

The current time is indicated with an orange line.
In the calendar area, all activities are displayed as rectangular blocks whose height corresponds to the duration
of the activity.
On the left side of the calendar area, time intervals are displayed.
Activities in the calendar view are highlighted with different colors depending on their status and due date.
Activities are highlighted in red when their due time has already passed and are not in the final state yet.
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Activities are highlighted blue when their due time hasn't passed and are not in the final state yet (scheduled or
in progress)
Grey is used to highlighting activities that are in the final state (completed or canceled).

View someone else's calendar
The ability to view the calendar of another owner is only available in online mode.
To view the calendar of another owner:
1. Tap the [ Edit ] button in the upper right corner of the mobile application (Fig. 2)
Fig. 2 Changing owner to view the calendar

2. Select an owner in the drop-down list.
3. To get back to your calendar tap the [ My activities ] button in the owner's drop-down list.

Add a task
To create a new task in the [ Activities ] section, tap the
[ Save ].
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When working in the mobile application you can create multi-day tasks (tasks lasting for more than one day).
To create a multi-day task:
1. Highlight a task in the calendar.
2. Drag a task to the panel with the days of the week.
3. Hold the small circle on the corner of the activity bar
range (Fig. 3).

and drag it to expand the activity to the required

Fig. 3 Creating a multi-day task

Task actions
You can change the duration of an activity. To do this, tap the activity, hold the circle at the corner of the activity (
), and drag it to the required time. To move an activity to another time, drag it to the required time interval.
To change the task status, go to the activity edit mode and select the required value in the [ Status ] field.
If you need to mark a task as completed, tap the button in the calendar and then tap the
To return a task to its initial state, select it in the calendar and tap

button.

(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Changing status of a completed task

The actions menu is used for copying, deleting, and splitting tasks. To view the options, highlight a task and
tap

.
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You can split an activity based on the time of the end and the beginning of overlapping tasks.
When copying a task from the calendar, the [ Participants ] details are also copied. When copying from the
activity page a new page is created in which you can fill in all the required information.
In the online mode, you can also display activities created in the Creatio main application. To do this, use
the [ Refresh ] action.

Excel data import
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use data import in Creatio to add large numbers of records. You can add customer databases, lists of products,
lookup records and other data in a matter of minutes using .xlxs files.
Use data import to populate your database with records before you start working with Creatio You can also use
import for updating existing records.

Attention. We recommend you to import data after you set up Creatio permissions, since imported
records will be assigned default permissions.

To import information from an Excel spreadsheet to Creatio:
1. Prepare the imported file in the *.xlsx format. Learn more in the How to prepare a file article. Use the
following excel files as templates:
a. An example of the file for importing accounts
b. An example of the file for importing contacts
c. An example of the file for importing products
2. Run the Import Wizard: go to a section in which you need to import data and select the [ Data import ]
action from the [ Actions ] button menu. You can import data to details or lookups in the same way. In this
case, the object for import will be selected automatically.
3. Add an imported file: drag and drop your Excel file on the Import Wizard page, or click [ Select file ] and
locate the file. Specify the column mapping by connecting the columns from the Excel file to the fields in
the Creatio import object.
4. Select the columns for identifying duplicate records: select columns whose data must be unique for
each of the imported records. Depending on whether the value of a column in the imported file coincides with
the database value, Creatio either creates a new record or updates the existing record. For example, such a
column can be a contact’s “Full name”: if a contact record with the same full name already exists in the
database, Creatio updates the existing record, if a contact record with such a full name does not exist, Creatio
creates a new record.
5. Run the import process. The process runs in the background.
You can abort data import by stopping the “FileImportProcess“ process in the [ Process log ] section. When
you cancel the import, the process status changes to “Canceled” and the data import terminates.
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Note. The data import can be launched from the system designer. In this case, you will need to specify the
object (section, detail or lookup) for import manually.

Prepare a file
To successfully upload data, make sure the file meets the following criteria:
The file is in *.xlsx format.
The file is not damaged.
The file does not contain active hyperlinks. Disable all active hyperlinks in the file before importing.
The file contains a header row of column headers and at least one row of data. If the column headings in your
imported file match the field names in Creatio, it will save you time on column mapping during import.
The file contains no additional data except for column headers in the first row.
The file contains no hidden sheets or rows.
The file contains no more than 50,000 rows. This number is an average and may be more or less depending
on the number of columns and the amount of information in each column.
The file does not contain duplicate data. Creatio will only check the database for duplicate records when
importing, but not the file.
Follow these recommendations while entering values in the columns of the imported file:
Make sure that the cell formats in the file correspond to the columns in Creatio. For example, for the [ Full
name ] column, specify "Text" format, and for the [ Start ] column, specify "Date" format.
If you are importing website addresses, social network page addresses or any other URLs, they must not be
active hyperlinks. Disable all active hyperlinks in the file before importing.
Specify one of the following date formats for the values:

MM-DD-YYYY;
MM.DD.YYYY;
MM/DD/YYYY;

Here, “MM” is for month, “DD” is for day and “YYYY” is for year.
If you import a value to the date/time column, specify the time after the date using a space.
Below are the correct value formats for the date/time fields.

01.31.15 2:01:00 PM
01.31.2015 14:02:00
01/31/2015 2:03:00 PM
01/31/2015 14:04:00
01-31-2015 2:05:00 PM
01-31-2015 14:06:00
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1.31.2015 2:07:00 PM
01.31.2015 02:08:00 PM
01.31.2015 02:09:00 pm
01.31.15 02:10:00 AM

The values of Boolean fields, such as [ Do not use email ] must be specified in one of the following formats
(not case sensitive):

Yes/No
True/False
1/0
+/Yes/No
True/False
Y/N.

Specify the values in the required fields. For example, specify the [ Full name ] field for contacts and the
[ Name ] field for accounts. The exceptions are the required fields, which are automatically populated by
default, such as the [ Status ] and the [ Owner ] fields. If you leave these fields blank, they will be automatically
populated with default values. For example, these are the [ Status ] and the [ Owner ] fields.
Be aware that lookup values not found in Creatio will be created automatically. When checking the values, the
opening and closing spaces and letter case are not taken into account, while special characters are important.
For example, if the imported file has the "customer" value and the [ Contact types ] lookup contains the
"Customer" value, new values will not be added to the lookup and the record will be linked to the existing
lookup value. However, if the “Client” contact type is specified in the import file, a new “Client” value will be
added to the [ Contact types ] lookup. To avoid duplicates in the Creatio lookups, check the lookup values in
the imported file.

Note. Before adding an import file, please ensure that all plugins are disabled in your browser. Certain
plugins may cause errors during the import process.

Import a customer database
Let's have look at an example of importing customer database from an Excel file.

Attention. Before importing contacts ensure that the [ Order of first/last names ] system setting has the
“Last name, First name [ Middle name ]” value. It is necessary to correctly display contact names per
separate columns: [ Last name ], [ First name ], [ Middle name ].

To import data, go to the [ Contacts ] section and perform the [ Data import ] action from the [ Actions ] button
menu. The import page with automatically selected object will open in a new browser tab.
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1. Upload a file
Use the first page of the wizard to upload the Excel file to the automatically selected object.

Note. If you opened the data import window from the system designer you need to specify the object for
import.

Click the [ Select file ] button and choose the Excel file containing your customer database. You can also dragand-drop the file.

Note. File format and volume validation is performed at this stage.

Click the [ Next ] button.

Note. Before adding an import file, please ensure that all plugins are disabled in your browser. Certain
plugins may cause errors during the import process.

2. Set up columns
On the next wizard step, you need to specify the column mapping in your file. Match columns in the selected
Creatio object to the columns in the imported file. On this step:
If the name of the column in the file corresponds to the name of the column in Creatio, it will be mapped
automatically. For example, if the name of the contact in your file is specified in the "Full name" column, the
system will automatically map the [ Full name ] column on the contact page in Creatio. Automatic mapping is
performed for the columns of the main object.
If the column name in the file differs from the column name in Creatio, you need to map that perform column
manually. For example, if the imported file with contacts has "Company" column where the contact’s employer
company is specified, you need to map the "Company" column from the Excel file to the [ Account ] column in
Creatio. To do this, click the [ Select column ] link (Fig. 1) and select the [ Account ] column from the list of
contact columns.
Fig. 1 Selecting a column for mapping
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3. Import additional information
When importing contacts and accounts, you can also upload additional details of the objects, e.g., records
from the [ Communication options ] and [ Addresses ] details. Use this feature if you need to upload multiple
addresses or different communication options of one type, for example, several mobile phone numbers.

Note. Please note that the communication options and addresses can be imported either to the main
object columns or to the details. When importing to the main object columns, the communication option
data will also be saved in the details. By importing only to the primary object columns you can upload only
one communication option and address of each type from the list of available ones. The columns that
correspond to the main object columns can be used for the duplicate search during import.

When mapping [ Communication options ] and [ Addresses ] detail, click the [ Additional contact details ] and
select the required column (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Selecting a column to correspond to the [ Communication options ] and [ Addresses ] details
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Note. In Creatio you can only import an address of one type in the [ Addresses ] detail.

Click the [ Next ] button to start importing the file.

Note. If the data is imported to the [ Accounts ] section, and the “Primary contact” column is populated in,
the [ Career ] tab of the [ Job ] tab will be filled in automatically.

4. Set up duplicate search parameters
Use the [ Duplicate management ] page to specify duplicate search parameters. If duplicate records are
found in the import file, only the first record will be uploaded. Duplicates will not be imported.
You can perform a duplicate search by the values of one or several columns.

Note. Be aware that the columns of the main object are used while searching for duplicates in the
communication options and addresses for contacts and accounts the columns.

To use a column for duplicate search during import, select the checkbox for this column on the [ Duplicate
management ] page of the Import Wizard. When selecting several columns for the duplicate search, they are
joined using the "AND" logical operator which means that duplicate records will have similar values in both
selected columns. For example, you can set the duplicate check for the contacts in the [ Full name ] and [ Email ]
columns (Fig. 1). If several contacts are found with the same full name and email address, only one contact will
be uploaded into the system.
Fig. 1 Setting duplicates search rules while importing
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Note. Use the duplicate search while importing to update existing Creatio records. For example, you can
update phone numbers for multiple contacts. To do this, make sure that the imported file contains a
column that also exists in Creatio and can uniquely identify each contact in both. Set the duplicate search
by this column(s) that all imported records are considered duplicates. As a result, existing contacts will be
updated with new phone numbers, and other fields that are left blank in the imported file, will not affect
data in Creatio.

5. Upload data
Click the [ Start data import ] button after specifying columns for duplicate search. The import process will start.
If you close the page, the import will proceed in background mode.
After the import is completed, you will receive a confirmation message with the number of uploaded records. You
will also receive a system notification with file name and the number of imported records in the notification center.

Note. You can abort data import by stopping the “FileImportProcess“ process in the [ Process log ]
section. When you cancel the import, the process status changes to “Canceled” and the data import
terminates. You can view the data that managed to be imported into the system before the process
stopped.

Check the import result in the [ Contacts ] section. You can go to the list of imported records from the “import
finished” message. All imported records will be automatically tagged with the time and date of import. Later you
will be able to easily find all imported records, using a filter by the corresponding tag.

Note. You can tag the imported records and open their list only when importing records to a section.

You can view information about errors during import in the [ Excel import log ] lookup. This lookup contains data
about those records that were not imported.
Please note that Creatio will add all lookup values that were specified in the imported file but are not found in
Creatio lookups, e.g., cities, contact and account types, etc. If you have not specified the values for the auto-fill
fields in the imported file, these fields will be filled with the default values.

Import contact communication options
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In addition to the primary contact details of your customers, you can import additional information, such as
communication options and addresses. They are located both in the primary object (Contact, Account) and on
details on the [ General information ] tab.
If communication options are contained in the same import file as the primary object records (contacts or
accounts), they will be imported along with primary object information. These communication options will be
saved both in the primary object (“Contact” or “Account”) and on the [ Communication options ] detail. In this
case, you can upload only one communication option and address of each type. Communication options and
addresses that are located in the primary object can be used to search duplicates during import. For more
information, please see the Customer base import article.
If communication options and addresses are located in a separate file, they can be imported after importing
the customer database. To do this, select “Contact communication option” or “Account communication
option” object.
Below is an example of importing communication options from a single file.
Prepare the import file. To do this, enter the contact full names in the first column, enter communication option
types, such as “mobile phone” in the second column and the phone numbers in the third column. To import
several communication options of the same type for a single contact, add a new row for each phone number in
the imported file. The records in the [ Full name ] column must match the records of the similar column in the
customer database file imported earlier.
Import the prepared To do this:
1. Open the System Designer by clicking the

button in the top right corner of the application window.

2. Click the [ Data import ] link in the [ Import and integration ] block. A data upload page will open in a new tab of
your browser.
3. Click the [ Select file ] button and specify the prepared import file or drag the file directly to the Import Wizard
page.
4. Click the [ Other ] button to select an import file (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Selecting object for import
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5. Select “Contact communication options” from the drop-down list and click the [ Next ] button.

Note. If you are importing communication options for the [ Accounts ] section records, select the
[ Account communication options ] object.
6. On the next wizard step, specify the column mapping in your file. In this case, the “Number” and “Type”
columns are mapped automatically, and the “Contact name” column must be mapped to the [ Contact ]
column.

Note. To map the columns in the imported Excel file and Creatio automatically, make sure that the
column titles in the Excel file must match corresponding column names in Creatio.
7. On the [ Duplicate management ] page, select the “Contact” and “Number” columns. The selected columns
will be used to check if the imported records already exist in Creatio. Click the [ Start data import ] button.
If you close the page after starting data import, the import will continue on the background. You will receive a
notification from the notification center when the import is complete. Check the import result in the [ Contacts
] section.

Import contact addresses
Contact records can contain information about several addresses of different types: business, home, delivery,
etc. Only one of these addresses can be set as the primary address and copied to the address column of the
[ Contact ] object.
First, prepare the import file. Each row in the Excel file must contain a contact’s full name that must be identical
to the full name value of the contact record, one address and its type. Select the contact’s primary address in
the [ Primary ] column and set the “True” value. For the rest of addresses, set the “False” value. Specify country,
city and postal code in the separate columns of the imported file (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 An example of Excel file ready for address import

To import prepared data on the addresses detail:
1. Enter the record of a random contact in the [ Contacts ] section.
2. Click the

button of the [ Addresses ] detail and select the [ Data import ] action.

3. Click the [ Select file ] button and specify the prepared import file or drag the file directly to the Import Wizard
page.
4. On the next step, the “Address”, “City”, “Country”, “ZIP/postal code”, “Primary” and “Address type” columns
are determined automatically, and the “Full name” column must be mapped to the [ Contact ] column. Click
the [ Next ] button.

Note. To map the columns in the imported Excel file and Creatio automatically, make sure that the
column titles in the Excel file must match corresponding column names in Creatio.
5. Select the [ Contact ], [ Address type ] and [ Address ] columns on the “Duplicate management” page of the
Import Wizard. Click the [ Start data import ] button.
The import process runs on the background. After the import is complete, you will receive a message in the
notification center. Check import results.

Update product prices
To update multiple product prices, import data on the [ Prices ] detail of the [ Prices and availability ] tab on the
product page. To do this, prepare the import file that contains the following columns:
Unique codes of products whose prices must be updated.
Currency.
New product prices.
Price list from which the prices originate.
If the same product is part of several price lists, each price list must have a separate row in the imported file
(Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 An example of Excel file ready for importing product prices
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To import data on the [ Prices ] detail:
1. Open the record of a random product in the [ Products ] section.
2. Click the

button of the [ Prices ] detail and select the [ Data import ] action.

3. Click the [ Select file ] button and specify the prepared import file or drag the file directly to the Import Wizard
page and click [ Next ].
4. On the next step, map all file columns to corresponding Creatio columns. If the column names in the Excel file
are identical to those in Creatio, they will be mapped automatically. Click the [ Next ] button.
5. Select the duplicate search parameters: the “Product” (by a unique code) and “Price list” columns. Click the
[ Start data import ] button.
Creatio will notify you when the import process is complete. You can view the results in the [ Products ]
section and the detailed information about the import can be found in the [ Excel import log ] lookup.

Update information about product availability
To add up-to-date information about product availability in warehouses to Creatio, you can import data to the
[ Availability ] detail of the [ Prices and availability ] tab on the product page.
First, prepare the import file with the following columns:
Unique codes of products whose prices must be updated.
Warehouse where the product is stored.
Number of units available.
If several products were ordered but not paid for, specify their quantity in a separate column.
Quantity of products in stock.
If identical products are stored in different warehouses, then each of them has to be specified in the import file
as a separate row. Products with zero availability must also be specified in the import file (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Prepared import file.
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To import data from the prepared file to the [ Availability ] detail:
1. Open the record of a random product in the [ Products ] section.
2. Click the

button of the [ Availability ] detail and select the [ Data import ] action.

3. Click the [ Select file ] button and specify the prepared import file or drag the file directly to the Import Wizard
page and click [ Next ].
4. On the next page, map all file columns to corresponding Creatio columns. If the column names in the Excel file
are identical to those in Creatio, they will be mapped automatically. Click the [ Next ] button.
5. Specify the duplicate search parameters by the “Product” (by a unique code) and “Warehouse” columns. Click
the [ Start data import ] button.
The import process runs on the background. After it is completed, you will receive appropriate notification.
The import results can be viewed in the import log or on the [ Prices and availability ] tab on the product page.

Excel data import FAQ
Will the field values be overwritten when I reimport data from Excel?
When you import, Creatio analyzes the imported file, identifies the columns (using the title row) and then analyzes
the data itself. Creatio checks whether imported records are duplicates, using the columns that you selected on
the corresponding step of the import wizard. It is recommended to select columns that contain unique values
(those that uniquely identify each record) to avoid errors and save the data. If the records are identified as
duplicates, all field values from the file will overwrite the current values. Otherwise, Creatio will create new records
with the values from the Excel file. If the file contains empty values for imported columns, the corresponding field
values in Creatio will not be deleted.

Why do duplicate records appear after import?
During the import process, Creatio checks imported records for duplicates. To do this, the system uses the
columns that you select on the corresponding step of the import wizard. For the records that were identified as
duplicates, existing field values will be replaced with those from the imported file (unless the value in the imported
file is empty). If you select the columns that contain values that are not unique, duplicate records will not be
identified as such. As a result, Creatio will import the records from the Excel file as new Creatio records, thus
creating duplicates.

How do I import records to page details?
To import the data on the page detail, go to the detail and select the [ Data import ] action from the

button

menu. The import page with automatically selected object will open in a new browser tab.

How do I import products with characteristics?
Unlike communication options and addresses, product characteristics cannot be imported along with the product
records. The proper import process is divided into several stages.
1. Import a file with all products and general product information, including the [ Name ] column, as well as
additional [ Code ] and [ Price ] columns.
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2. Next, populate in the [ Characteristics ] lookup. If there are only a few characteristics, you can add them
manually, by specifying name, type and notes. To import characteristics, open the [ Characteristics ] lookup
and run the [ Data import ] action from the [ Actions ] button menu. The file for import must contain at least
two columns: The “Name” column, which will contain the names of all characteristics, and the “Value type”
column with values like “String”, “Integer”, “Decimal”, etc.
3. After adding all product characteristics to the lookup, you can start importing records on the [ Features ]
detail of the [ Products ] section. This table must contain separate columns for product name, feature name
and feature value.

How do I import opportunities with products?
Importing opportunities with products is done in two stages: first import opportunities, then import opportunity
products. Prepare an excel file with opportunity records and another file with opportunity products that has
columns for opportunity and product names.
1. Go to the [ opportunities ] section and run the [ Data import ] action from the [ Actions ] button menu. Upload
the table with opportunities.
2. Open a random opportunity record and run the [ Data import ] action from the

button of the [ Products ]

detail. Please note that opportunity names must be unique and match the names of imported opportunities. If
you have several opportunities with identical names, the corresponding products will be added to the first
opportunity in the list. Likewise, the product names must match the products in the [ Product ] section.
Otherwise, new product records will be added in the [ Products ] section.

How do I import leads with customer need types?
To import leads with the [ Customer need ] field, add the corresponding column to the imported Excel file. If the
customer need column was not automatically mapped by the Import Wizard, you will need to map it manually.
The customer need values in the imported Excel file must match the values in the [ Need types ] lookup. If the
values in the imported Excel file are different from those in the lookup, they will be added to the lookup as new
values.

How to import the lookup contents?
To import a lookup contents, populate the columns in the import file that correspond to columns displayed in the
lookup (for example the “Name” and “Description” columns). Enter the lookup in which you need to import the
data and perform the [ Import data ] action from the [ Actions ] button menu. After mapping columns and setting
parameters for deduplication, start the data import.

The percentage of profile completion displayed in the list after import is
incorrect. How can I update it?
The percentage of profile completion is updated when you open the corresponding account or contact page,
save a record or modify calculation rules in the corresponding lookup. Because of this, after importing the
displayed percentage of profile completion may be out of date. To update the percentage, run the [ Update the
profile data population ] business process.
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How do I update a single column without modifying other columns during
import?
To modify values of a single column, add at least one column for connection with section records and duplicate
search, and a column with imported data. Any fields that are not represented in the imported Excel file, will not be
modified during import.

How do I import records, view results and then roll back any changes
made during the import?
Creatio is aimed at data accumulation and analysis. In most cases, DBMS functions are used to roll back changes
and restore a database to a previous state. There are several options you can use to safely view changes that will
be implemented after import:
Test import and settings by importing small batches of data (2-3 records). In this case, you can delete
imported records to roll back the changes.
You can request a database backup to test and configure the system on a separate site.
You can use development options to implement automatic regular deletion of unnecessary data.

My import file has separate columns for first, last and middle names,
while Creatio has a single [Full name] field. How do I import contacts?
The [ Full name ] column in the [ Contact ] object is required and must be specified in the imported file. If your
imported Excel file has separate columns containing first, last and middle names, perform the following simple
steps:
1. Create a “Contact name” column in the imported Excel file.
2. Fill in the “Contact name” column. You can use a simple Excel formula to combine text from several cells into
one.
3. Save and import the resulting file.

Which columns should I include in the import file?
There are two ways to check which columns your import file needs.
The simplest way is to open the section, copy the names of the fields you need updated and paste them to your
spreadsheet as column headers.
You can also add all the relevant columns to the record list, go back to the section page, click [ Actions ] →
[ Export to Excel ] and use the exported file as a template.
Import file examples:
1. An example of file for the import of accounts
2. An example of file for the import of contacts
3. An example of file for the import of products

How do I import users from Excel?
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You can import Creatio users and portal users from Excel. Learn more in the “Setting up LDAP integration”
article.

Coordinate across multiple time zones
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To efficiently communicate with customers and employees around the world, Creatio takes into account
timezones of each contact.
This enables you to:
Quickly identify the current local time of an employee or a customer when planning activities and
communications.
Synchronize employee and customer activities in different timezones, taking into account the time difference.
The current local time and time zone is displayed for all contacts and activities.

Check contact's local time
The current local time is displayed for each contact on the contact page in the contact profile and on the contact
mini page.
To quickly view a contact's local time, hover your cursor over the contact's name in the list. A contact mini page
will open, in which the contact's current time is displayed under the contact's photo.
Time zone information, displayed on the contact mini page, includes:
Contact's current time
Country or city name (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 Contact's local time, as seen on a mini page

When you hover the mouse cursor over the time, the time zone is displayed.

Set the contact's time zone
To determine local time of a customer or employee, information from the [ Addresses ] detail of the contact
record page is used.
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The contact's time zone is automatically determined by the city specified in the [ Home address ] field, or the
contact's country of residence if the [ City ] field is blank.

Note. Cities are assigned to time zones in the [ Cities ] lookup. The countries have the same timezones as
their capital cities. When adding new records in the [ Cities ] lookup, be sure to specify a time zone for each
new city.

If a contact record page has 2 addresses of “Actual” type, the address that was added last is used for
determining the time zone. If no address of “Actual” type is specified, the last added address is used,
regardless of its type.
If no address is available on the contact page, the legal address of the connected account is used for
determining the time zone. If a legal address is not specified for the connected account, then the time zone is
determined by the last entered address of the account.
If the contact is a registered system user, such as an employee, then the user profile data is used to
determine the time zone.

Note. If no information can be found in the system to determine contact's time zone, the time zone icons
will look like this:

.

Plan activities in a different time zone
Use the time zone function to plan tasks, calls and other activities with contacts in different time zones. The time
zone function is available on the activity page and mini page. To plan an activity with participants in different
zones:
1. Add a new record in the [ Activities ] section and add participants.
2. On the record page, or its mini page, click the

button to specify the time zone, where the activity will be

held. It can be your current time zone or the time zone of any of the participants.
3. Specify the activity time in the selected time zone.
The system will automatically calculate the time difference and correctly plan the activity in both your and
participant's calendar.

Note. To calculate the time difference, use the time zone data specified in the user profile. If no time
zone is specified in the user profile, the “Default TimeZone” system setting is used.

The system schedules activities in the local time of each participant. For example, if you want to schedule a call
to a contact located in Los Angeles (UTC -8) for 10:00 a.m. Los Angeles local time, and you are located in New
York (UTC -5), just specify the contact's local time. A new activity will appear in the calendar of your contact
for 10:00 a.m. In your calendar, the activity will be scheduled for 1:00 p.m.

Work with mini pages
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Work with mini pages
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Mini pages allow users to work with the essential data of a record without opening the record page. Use Creatio
mini pages to add (Fig. 1), edit (Fig. 2), and view record data. The set of fields is different for each type of mini
page and is configured separately. Mini pages and mini-page layout are configured in the Section wizard. You can
add a mini-page to any Creatio section.
Fig. 1 Adding a new record via mini page

Hover the mouse pointer over a record hyperlink to display a mini page. Mini pages only contain fields filled in the
record page.
Fig. 2 Account mini page

With mini pages, you can perform the basic actions available on the edit pages of the corresponding records,
such as view the phone number, send an email or go to the connected records. If a specific field is not available
on the mini page or if you need to populate the details, click

in the top right corner of the mini page to open the

main record page.
The user can click

in the top right corner of the mini page to edit the record.

You can exit the edit mode by clicking the
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Work with dashboards in the mobile app
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ Dashboards ] section of the mobile application is used to display collective data from the [ Dashboards ]
section of the primary Creatio application. (Fig. 1). The data displayed in the section is based on access rights.
We recommend using this section to analyze and plan the work of each employee, each department, and the
company as a whole.
Fig. 1 The [ Dashboards ] section in the mobile application

Attention. An Internet connection is required to use the [ Dashboards ] section, regardless of whether
the application is run in the online or offline mode. Learn more about the online/offline mode in a separate
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article.

The section data is cached in the mobile application. Press the
button to refresh the section. Cached data is
cleared when you exit the section or close the mobile application.
Each [ Dashboards ] section tab of the main Creatio application is displayed on its respective screen in the mobile
app. The tablet version of the mobile application features the dashboards view similar to that of the desktop
version. All graphs are scaled to fit different screen sizes. The element size is doubled in the smartphone version
of the mobile application. Indicators that occupy less than 50% of the screen in the main application will occupy
50% of the screen of the smartphone.
Swipe left and right to switch between different tabs/dashboards or use the list of dashboards for navigation.
The following dashboard types of the primary Creatio application are available in the mobile version: “Chart”,
“Metric”, “List” and “Gauge”. Additionally, mobile dashboards support graphs with multiple series and all subtypes of the “Chart” dashboard. Unsupported dashboard types are hidden in the smartphone version of the
mobile application and greyed out in the tablet version (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Unsupported dashboard types in the mobile application
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Click on a graphic element (e.g. a column) to display a data label. Use the scrollbar to view larger charts (select
the element to activate the scrollbar).

Excel data export
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Export Creatio data displayed as a list to an *.xlsx file for processing and further use. Export to Excel is available
for section lists, details, and “List” dashboards.
To export records, run the [ Export to Excel ] command in the action menu of a section (Fig. 1), detail (Fig. 2), or
“List” dashboard (Fig. 3).
Fig. 1 Export section list data to Excel

Fig. 2 Export detail data to Excel
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Fig. 3 Export “List” dashboard data to Excel

Note. You must have permission to the “Export list records” (the “CanExportGrid” code) system
operation to export the list. The file export speed depends on the “Number of records in Excel export
batch” (the “ExcelExportBatchSize” code) system setting.
You can also grant permissions to export lists of specific objects to roles and individual users. Learn more
in a separate article: Data export permissions.

The file export speed depends on the number of columns and rows in the exported database, as well as the list
settings. By default, Creatio terminates the export operation if it takes longer than 10 minutes. To increase the
timeout value, contact Creatio support.
After you run the [ Export to Excel ] action, Creatio will download the file that contains every list record. If you
specify records via multiple selection, the file will contain only the selected records.
Creatio will export only the columns that are displayed in the list. If the list has custom column titles, the exported
file will display them as well.
The export operation takes the data types into account and formats the data if necessary. For example, if the
exported list includes a column of the “Date” type, the corresponding column in the Excel file will be formatted
similarly.
The columns in the exported file have an optimal width. If the exported values are wider than the column, the file
will wrap them.
Creatio does not export contact photos and account logos.

Search records and run commands
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use Creatio command line (the field labeled “What can I do for you?”) to quickly access the frequently used
operations, such as opening a record page or running a business process.
The command line is similar to the search line of web search engines. For example, enter the name and click
or press the [ Enter ] key, to find a contact record.
Execute other commands in the same way. For example, enter the command “Create Contact” to instantly open
a new contact page or “Run Process” to launch the corresponding business process. The command line can
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recognize several variations of the same command. For example, both the “Create Contact“ and the “Add
Contact“ are valid commands.
If you enter a partial command, the system will offer you a list of several options. For example, if you enter
“Create A”, the system will offer the following options: “Create Account” and “Create Activity”.
You can search the system data by entering a search query in the command line. Creatio always searches in all
sections (including custom sections).
Localizable data in search results can be displayed in the language of the user. For example, if the [ Full name ]
field is localized, French users will see its value in French, and English users will see it in English.

Note. On-site users need to perform preliminary registration of the global search. Learn more in the
“Global search setup” article.

Search records
Command line search utilizes the global search feature. The records are searched by their text and lookup
fields as well as the following details: [ Addresses ], [ Communication options ] , and [ Banking details ]. For
example, you can find an account by its alternative name, phone number, address, or account number.
Files and links on the [ Attachments and notes ] tab of the record page can be found by their name or
description.
Search requests are processed taking into account common typos and morphology of different word forms
in English (other languages are not currently supported). The query is not case-sensitive. You only need to
enter the search text, for example, contact last name or the name of the knowledge database article. For a
more accurate search, add more details to your search query, for example, “Ronald young director future
vision".

Note. To include certain section’s data in global search results, open the section wizard for the necessary
section and select the [ Indexing for full-text search ] checkbox. Learn more about indexing in the
“Configure section properties” article.

The search results are displayed as a list of records containing the text of the search query or a part of it. The
text that matches the search query is highlighted in bold for each found record (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 A list of search results
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The results are ranked by relevance both in the actual results list and with any configured filters. For example, if
the search is performed from the [ Contacts ] section the records of this section are displayed at the beginning
of the list, and records from other sections of the system will be displayed below. For example, if you set up a
filter by contact on the search result page, contacts with matching names will be displayed at the top of the list.
If a user does not have permissions for a specific object column, e.g., for viewing an invoice amount, such
column is not displayed on the page of global search results.

Example. Let's find a contact by its phone number.

1. Enter the phone number in any format in the command line. You can enter only part of the number, with or
without special delimiter characters.
2. Click

or press the [ Enter ] key.

After processing the search query, a list of results will be displayed with the contact you were looking for at
the top of the list and other records that contain the entered phone number afterward.

Set up global search
Select the “Show localized data in the global search results” system setting (UseLocalizableGlobalSearchResult) to
display localizable data in the search results. If the setting is disabled, localized data will be displayed according
to the language selected for the system user specified in the “System operations user” system setting
(SystemUser).

Note. Data localization is enabled using development tools. Read more in the “Enabling multi-language
object schema” article.

The rules for displaying search results are determined using the [ Global search default entity weight ]
(GlobalSearchDefaultEntityWeight) and [ Global search default primary column weight ]
(GlobalSearchDefaultPrimaryColumnWeight) system settings.
Enable the [ Display search results with partial match ] system setting (UseInexactGlobalSearch) to display search
results accounting for morphology, typos, and fuzzy matches.
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Set a value for the “Match threshold for displaying in search results (percent]” system setting
(GlobalSearchShouldMatchPercent) to manage the number of displayed search results with a partial match and
increase the chances of finding data for inaccurate search requests.

Go to sections
You can use the [ Go to section ] command of the command line to quickly display the contents of any folder in
any section. For example, while working with the [ Activities ] section, you can easily open the “Customers” folder
in the [ Accounts ] section. To do this, enter the command: “Go to section Accounts Customers”.
When you enter the command, the drop-down list will display commands for opening other folders in that
particular section.

Add records
To create records from the command line, use the [ Add ] command. When you enter it, the drop-down list will
display commands for creating records in various sections, such as “Add Activity”, “Add Contact”, etc.
The name of the new record can also be specified as part of the command. For example, enter “Add Contact
Jones” to create a contact whose last name is “Jones”. As a result, a contact page will be opened containing
“Jones” in the [ Full name ] field.

Run business processes
To start a business process, enter the [ Run process ] command and the process name in the command line. For
example, if there is a “New employee registration“ process set up in the system, enter the “Run process New
employee registration“.

Note. The list of processes available for selection in the command line is defined in the [ Process library ]
section. Managing your business processes is described in the “BPMN process administration” guide.

Set up custom commands
To create new commands for the command line, enter "create custom command." You can specify the command
text (for example, “My tasks”), select the keyword (for example, “Go to section”), and then stipulate additional
parameters depending on the selected keyword (for example, you can choose the [ Activities ] section and
dynamic folder “My tasks”).
Keywords represent types of operations that can be performed by the command line.
Search – to find records.
Go to section – to navigate through sections and folders.
Add – to create records in system sections.
Run process – to launch a business process.
Log out of Creatio and log back in to make the newly registered command available in the command line.
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Work with service cases in the mobile app
PRODUCTS:

SERVICE CREATIO

The [ Cases ] section (Fig. 1) in the mobile app is used for managing cases (incidents and service requests,
claims, etc.) received by the help desk or contact center.
Fig. 1 Case section

To open the [ Cases ] section, tap the

button on the mobile app main menu.

The section is available by default in any mobile app synchronized with a desktop Creatio product that has the
[ Cases ] section. There is no need to set it up in the mobile application wizard. The [ Cases ] section enables you
to:
1. register cases (for example, create internal service requests),
2. view case status,
3. add information about case resolution,
4. post messages on the customer portal,
5. escalate cases (only for applications synchronized with Service Creatio, enterprise edition).
The following fields are displayed by default for each record in the list of the [ Cases ] section: [ Subject ],
[ Registration date ], [ Number ], [ Status ], and [ Description ]. The icon at the right of the case record
represents case Priority:
1.

Low.

2.

Medium.
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3.

High.

4.

critical.

Tap the

button at the top right of the list record to display the quick action menu. The [ Cases ] section

features the case feed accessible via the action menu.

Note. You can configure the list via the mobile application wizard, available in the system designer of the
desktop application.

The [ Cases ] section has the standard search field and filter options.

Create a new case
To register a new case:
1. Tap
2. Tap the

to open the [ Cases ] section.
button. The case page will open.

3. Fill out the required fields:
a. Specify the case subject.
b. Select the customer for this case in the [ Contact ] or [ Account ] field. One of these fields must be
populated. If the [ Account ] field is populated, the list of contacts will display only the contacts of this
account. If the [ Contact ] field is filled in, the [ Account ] field is automatically filled in with the account
specified for this contact.
4. Complete the case profile:
a. Select the case category (incident or service request).
b. Specify the assignee or assignee group for the case.
5. Save the case.
As a result, a new Creatio case will be added. Creatio automatically generates the case number by a pattern
specified in the “Case number mask” system setting (CaseCodeMask).
The [ Attachments ] detail (Fig. 2) contains files and links related to the case. Tap
file.
Fig. 2 [ Attachments ] group
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You can also add case attachments using the [ Add file or link ] action (

) in the actions menu of the record.

Process a case
Mobile application functions enable you to post messages in the case feed (for internal communications) or
communicate with the case customer on the portal. If your mobile app is synchronized with a product that
contains service enterprise functions, you can also escalate cases.

Post internal messages
There are two ways of posting messages message in the feed:
1. From the main menu: tap
select the

to open the cases section, locate the needed case and tap

button, then

[ Go to Feed ] command (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Case feed menu

2. From an opened case page: tap
Once the feed page opens, tap
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[ Go to Feed ] command.

to post a new message. Type the message and tap the [ Publish ] button.
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Reply to the case customer
To post a message on the self-service portal:
1. To access a case from the main menu, tap

→ the required case record in the section list.

2. To access the portal from the case page: tap

→

[ Post message on the portal ].

Once the portal page opens, type the message and tap the [ Publish ] button.

Escalate the case
To escalate a case to another support level:
1. To access a case from the main menu, tap

→ the required case record in the section list.

2. To access the escalation from an opened case page, tap

→

[ Escalate ] (Fig. 4). Specify the

support line and new assignee or assignees group on the opened escalation page (one of the fields has to be
filled in).
Fig. 4 Case escalation

View processing history
This detail displays the history of communications with the case customer, as well as internal communications
and automatic notifications. The processing history includes:
1. Emails sent and received during the case resolution process.
2. Internal notes posted by employees in the case feed.
3. Messages posted by employees and portal users on the customer portal.
The detail also contains system messages that inform you about various system-wide events that are
connected to the case.
Fig. 5 Processing history screen
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Work with emails
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Email integration features in Creatio let you track the history of your cooperation with customers. The emails that
you receive will be bound to other Creatio objects automatically. You can create and manage emails and run
business processes by email directly in Creatio.

Note. To receive and send emails in Creatio, you need to set up the email provider connection parameters,
add an email account, and set up mailbox synchronization. Read more in the Base integrations guide.

Open the email area by clicking the

button on the communication panel. The button counter displays the

number of unread email messages.
At the top of the [ Email ] tab on the communication panel, you can see filters and buttons for managing emails
(Fig. 1). You can:
create a new email message
add a new account and set up your mailbox
upload emails to Creatio
filter your emails, for example, display only the outbound or unprocessed email messages
Fig. 1 Filters and buttons for email management
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Email messages are displayed as a list. You can see the sender's data, time of sending, email subject, and the
initial text in every email. At the bottom of each email, you can see the icons of all bound objects (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The bound email records on the communication panel

Send an email
1. Click the
2. Click the

button in the communication panel.
button to create an email.

3. Fill out the required fields on the email page:
a. Select the mailbox to send the email in the [ From ] field. If you configured an email signature, it will be
added to the text area.
b. Specify the recipient's email.
c. Click the [ Cc ] and [ Bcc ] buttons to display the [ Carbon copy ] and [ Blind carbon copy ] fields (optional).
d. Specify the message subject.
e. Enter the email body.
f. Paste the image from the clipboard or drag the image to the email text to add an image to the email body
(Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Dragging the image to the email
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4. Click the [ General information ] tab.
a. Fill out the standard activity fields (such as [ Show in calendar ], [ Start ], [ Due ], etc.) if the email must be
displayed as a calendar activity.
b. Fill out the corresponding fields in the [ Connected to ] field group if the email is bound to other Creatio
objects, such as accounts and documents.
5. Click the [ Attachments ] tab of the email page to add an attachment.
a. Click the [ Add file ] button. This opens a box.
b. Select the file to attach in the box that opens.

Note. By default, the maximum size of an attachment is 10 MB. You can change this value in the
“Attachment max size” (“MaxFileSize” code) system setting.
6. Click [ Send ].
As a result, the email will be sent from the mailbox specified in the [ From ] field to the addresses specified in
the [ To ], [ Cc ], and [ Bcc ] fields. The email sending status will be changed to “Completed.”

Send a template-based email
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You can use email templates when sending emails using the
action panel button. The action panel is available
in several system sections, such as [ Contacts ], [ Accounts ], [ Leads ], etc.
To create an email based on a template:
1. Click the

button on the action panel of a record page.

2. Fill out the needed fields ([ From ], [ To ], [ Subject ], etc.) in the email message area.
3. Click the [ /... ] button to open the template lookup instead of entering message text (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Select an email template

4. Select the needed template.
The template list displays the records from the [ Email templates ] lookup. If you are creating an email from a
contact page, the list displays only those templates that have the “Contact” specified as a source of macros,
as well as any templates that have no source specified at all. The same applies to accounts, leads, etc.
As a result, the text of the selected template will be added to the email. Macros, such as the recipient's name
and the sender’s name will be highlighted in the text.
5. Edit the template text if needed and click the [ Send ] button.

Note. Email templates are available only when sending emails from the action panel. Email templates are
not available when creating a message through the communication panel, or from the [ Communication
options ] detail on pages of certain Creatio sections.

You can add and modify templates in the [ Email templates ] lookup. The Content Designer is used for creating
and editing email templates.

Receive emails
1. Click the

button in the communication panel.

2. Select [ Synchronize email ] in the
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Fig. 5 Synchronize email

As a result, emails will be downloaded from the synchronized email server folders. Email attachments will be
automatically added to the [ Files ] detail of the [ Attachments ] tab.

Note. You can set up periodic synchronization of the email account using the synchronization setup page.

Each time an email is downloaded, Creatio automatically performs initial email processing:
1. The [ From ] field value is associated with the communication options of contacts and accounts registered in
the system. If the match is found, the [ Account ] and [ Contact ] fields on the email page will be populated
automatically.
2. If no match is found, the system analyzes the values in the [ To ], [ Cc ], and [ Bcc ] fields. Then, if the match
is found, the [ Account ] and [ Contact ] fields on the email page will be populated automatically.

Note. When matching the [ To ], [ Cc ], and [ Bcc ] fields with contact communication options, any
contacts connected to Creatio user records will be ignored.
3. Creatio also verifies the rules for binding emails to other Creatio objects. Read more >>>
As a result, the user who loaded the email will be specified as the record's author and owner.

Process emails
An email is considered processed if either the [ Account ] or [ Contact ] is specified and at least one of the
connection fields, for example, [ Opportunity ] or [ Contract ], is filled out.

Note. Emails in which the [ Contact ], [ Account ], and [ Case ] fields were automatically populated are not
processed.

When uploaded, the emails are processed automatically according to the email binding rules.

Note. An email is considered processed if the [ Needs processing ] checkbox on the email page is cleared.
The checkbox is selected/cleared automatically.

The emails that were not processed automatically require manual processing.
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1. Display the unprocessed emails by selecting the [ Not processed ] filter (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Filter emails

2. Select the email to process (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 Select an unprocessed email

3. Bind an email to Creatio records. Learn more about the manual binding of emails to Creatio records in the Link
emails to existing records article
4. Click the [ Mark as processed ] button. If the email that you processed is part of an email thread, Creatio will
offer to process all emails in the thread.
As a result, this email or email thread will no longer be displayed in the list of unprocessed emails and the
[ Needs processing ] checkbox on its page will be cleared. To view the list of processed emails, select the
[ Processed ] filter in the filter area.

Run a business process by an incoming email
You can set up the list of business processes involved in email management. For example, if a customer
expresses interest in your products in his email, a new lead has to be created, if the email contains a request or a
question, the system has to register a case.

Note. Detailed descriptions of the business process automation are available in the Creatio business
process documentation.

To run a business process by email:
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1. Click the

button on the communication panel.

2. Select the email to run the business process by.
3. Select the process to run by the current email from the

menu (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Run a process by email

As a result, the business process will be run by the selected email.

Note. To display the business process in the

menu of the email, add the “Email Process” tag, as well

as a parameter with the “RecordId” code and the [ Unique identifier ] data type in the business process
parameters (see business process documentation for more information).
You can change the tag using the “Email processes tag” (“EmailProcessTag” code) system setting.

Add records based on emails
You can create a new record in any Creatio section based on an email message from the communication panel.
For instance, you can add a new contact based on an email from an unknown sender. His email address and
name will be automatically filled in on his edit page with the data from the linked email message. If you add
another record (i. e., an opportunity, invoice, or an order), Creatio will automatically populate its corresponding
fields on the contact page with the corresponding data from the email message. For instance, when you create a
new opportunity, the [ Customer ] field on the opportunity page will contain the name of the account or contact.
To create a new contact record based on an incoming email:
1. Click the

button in the communication panel.

2. Select an email message.
3. Click the

button in the top right corner of the email message and select the [ Add new ] command (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Add a new record based on an email message in the communication panel
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4. Select an object (the type of Creatio record to create) from the menu, for example, “Contact” (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Select the type of Creatio record to add

5. A new contact edit page will be created, its [ Name ] and [ Email ] will be populated with the email message
data. You can modify the entered data manually before saving the changes (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 The page of the contact created from the email message
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As a result, a new record based on the email message data will appear in the [ Contacts ] section.

Link emails to existing records
You can bind email messages to other records manually:
By using a special email field where you can specify a Creatio record to bind (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Bind an email message to another record using email message fields

By clicking the

button in the top right corner of the email message (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13 Bind an email message to another record using the

button

By using the [ General information ] tab of the email message page. To open the email message page, click its
subject.
As a result, the bound email message will be displayed in the [ History ] tab of the activity page.

Auto-link emails to existing records
To bind an incoming or outgoing email to other Creatio objects, set up the binding rules in the [ Rules for
connecting emails to system sections ] lookup. For example, if the email subject contains an invoice number, the
email will be automatically bound to the corresponding Creatio invoice.
To set up the binding rules:
1. Open the System Designer by clicking the

button in the top right corner of the application window.

2. Click the “Lookups” link in the “System setup” block.
3. Open the [ Rules for connecting emails to system sections ] lookup.
4. Click the [ Add rule ] button or open an existing rule for editing on the lookup page.
5. Fill out the required fields (Fig. 14) on the displayed page:
Fig. 14 Set up the binding rules

6. Specify the rule name, for example, “Email subject with invoice number.”
7. Enter a regular expression that would match the subject text in the [ Rule ] field, such as the invoice number
prefix.
For example, if the following invoice auto numbering format is set up as follows: Inv-1, Inv-2, Inv-3, ..., Inv-n,
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the regular expression is Inv-[ 0-9 ]+. As a result, when the following email is received - “Additional information
for Inv-53,” Creatio will automatically verify whether the specified invoice exists. If the invoice is found, the
[ Invoice ] field on the email page will be populated with the corresponding value.

Note. To assure the right connection between emails and other system objects, configure different
auto numbering patterns for different system objects. For example, the auto numbering pattern is “Inv{0}” for invoices, “Ord-{0}” for orders, “Cont-{0}” for contacts, etc. The record auto numbering in
Creatio is set up via the system settings.

a. Fill out the [ Object for connection ] field group. To automatically bind emails to Creatio objects, select
“Activity” in the [ Object ] field. In the [ Column ] field, specify the field to bind by. The system performs the
match search using the email subject. It is located in the [ Subject ] column.
b. Fill out the [ Connected object ] fields group. In the [ Object ] field, select the system object that the rule is
set up for, for example, “Invoice.” In the [ Column ] field, select the column to perform the match search.
In this case, the column is [ Number ].
8. Save the rule.
9. Add the rules for other sections similarly.
As a result, when uploading messages to Creatio and sending emails from the system, the message subjects
will be checked according to the configured rules. If the match is found, the connection fields will be
automatically populated. In addition, such messages will be automatically considered processed.

Working with emails FAQ
Why do I receive an email notification that the login/password is incorrect
after mailbox registration?
Email server security settings sometimes block access to mailboxes from third-party applications. If you entered
the information correctly during the email account registration, but still received a notification about an incorrect
user name or password, do the following:
1. Enable IMAP access in the mailbox settings. Usually, email forwarding and POP/IMAP protocol management
settings are in a separate group.
2. Enable access to your email account from third-party applications in the email account security settings.
3. In most cases, the email server sends the users an email about an attempt to connect to the mailbox. Confirm
the connection authenticity by following a special link from the email.
4. Repeat the mailbox registration procedure.

How do I set up a custom email provider?
Note. Set up the Exchange Listener synchronization service before setting up an email provider.
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To set up email provider integration, you need to open ports 25 and 587 on the Creatio application server. On the
email provider selection page, click the [ Add provider ] button, select the provider type and fill out the
send/receive settings. Learn more about the detailed procedures for email provider setup in separate articles:
Add IMAP/SMTP email provider . MS Exchange / Microsoft 365 email, contacts, and calendar.

Why no emails can be received in Creatio after a successful mailbox
synchronization setup?
This can occur if one of the following is the case:
1. The “Activity” object includes a custom field required on the application level.
To ensure Craetio receives emails properly, modify the field attributes. Make it required on the page level, but
not required in the object.
2. The emails received from an IMAP mail server have been downloaded to Creatio and then deleted, or they have
been downloaded to any other email client earlier.
To upload the email to Creatio, change the name of the lookup based on the “EmailSynchronizedKey” object to
an arbitrary name.

How to set up a shared mailbox?
Shared email accounts are used for email communication between the support team and users. Shared mailbox
setup is similar to individual mailbox setup in general, but has a number of additional steps.

Why the outgoing emails are not imported to Creatio?
You can set up the import of all emails from your mailbox to Creatio. Alternatively, you can import emails from
specific mailbox folders only. Check your email account folder settings for email import.
If your mailbox security settings restrict access to certain mailbox folders for third-party applications, these
folders will be unavailable for importing into Creatio. To permit access to these folders for third-party applications,
modify your mailbox security settings.
Also, in some cases, outgoing emails might not import from MS Outlook, because not all email servers support
saving emails sent from third-party applications.

Why do I receive the “Error sending email, please contact system
administrator” message when trying to send emails?
This error might be the result of the following:
sending emails is restricted on the provider level
no connection to SMTP server
one of the following ports is closed on the SMTP server: 25, 465, 587
Contact your system administrator to determine the exact cause of the error and correct it.

I cannot see the [ Email ] detail in the [ Contacts ] section. Why?
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The [ Email ] detail is not displayed for contacts who have “Employee” specified in the [ Type ] field and “Our
company” specified in the account profile. Use Creatio development tools to modify this logic.

Use the portal in the mobile app
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Portal in the mobile app lets you create cases quickly and interact with support agents on the go. The app sends
push notifications when the case status changes or an agent sends a new message. You can use the app even if
you have no internet access. After the connection is restored, the app uploads the changes to Creatio. Learn
more in a separate article: Get started with the mobile app setup.
To get started, install the mobile app. Learn more in a separate article: Install the app.
Launch the app on your device. Then, enter your site URL, tap [ Next ] and log in to the site as a portal user
(Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Log in to the portal in the mobile app

The [ Cases ] section lets you:
Create cases.
Add images and files required for troubleshooting to cases.
View details of registered cases.
Interact with support specialists.

Create a new case
1. Go the [ Cases ] section. To do this, tap
2. Tap the

→ [ Cases ].

button. This opens the [ New case ] box.

3. Fill out the case profile:
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a. Select the case category to accelerate case classification and transfer cases to dedicated experts faster:
“Service request” or “Incident.” The field is required.
b. Elaborate on the case in the [ Description ] field (optional).
c. Attach files to the case (optional). To do this:
Tap the

[ Attach ] button.

Specify the source of the files to attach.
Select the relevant files. By default, you can upload files up to 10 Mb. On the [ Attachments ] tab of the
case record, you can view any attachments added when creating the case or as part of a conversation
with support agent.

Note. The administrator of the main Creatio application can change the maximum attachment file
size.
4. Tap the

button.

As a result, a new case will be created and added to support processing queue immediately (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Registered case list

Note. We recommend filling out the [ Description ] field when you create a case to ensure support agents
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receive the information required to solve the case. If you leave the [ Description ] field empty when you
create a case, Creatio will populate the field with the value of the [ Category ] field.

Reply to messages from support agents
You receive a push notification when a support specialist sends you a new message. To reply to the message:
1. Open the [ Cases ] section. To do this, tap

→ [ Cases ].

2. Open the case on which you need to reply.
3. Go to the [ Processing ] tab. Enter the message, attach files if necessary, and tap the

button.

The app displays conversations with support agents as chats (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Dialogue with support agents

Note. Touch & hold to copy, cut, or paste the text when you create a case and interact with support
agents. You can copy text fields of the [ Details ] section in a similar way.
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Search for a case
You can search for a case by description or number in the case list. To search for cases:
1. Open the [ Cases ] section by tapping the
2. Tap the

button → [ Cases ].

button at the top of the screen. This opens the search bar.

3. Enter a part of the case number or description in the search bar.
4. The app displays the index of cases that match the search criteria (Fig. 4). If the app finds no such cases, it
displays the “No data” message.
Fig. 4 Search for cases

Customize the case list
You can customize the appearance of the [ Cases ] section list. By default, the list displays:
“Title:” case number.
“Subtitle:” case status and solution time.
“Additional columns:” case description.
To customize the appearance of list columns:
1. Open the [ Cases ] section by tapping the
2. Tap the

button → [ Cases ].

button at the top of the screen.

3. Select the “Customize” item on the setup page or tap the [ Edit ] button (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Customize the list in the mobile app
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4. Tap the column toggles to display the columns in the list (Fig. 6).

Note. If you want the title, subtitle, or additional columns to display different case data in the case list,
contact the administrator.

Fig. 6 Set up the columns to display in the case list

If you hide all available columns, the app applies the default list appearance.
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Find and merge duplicates
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Duplicate records may appear whenever you add new records to Creatio sections. Find and merge duplicates
to maintain the quality of your Creatio data.
Bulk duplicate search is run for the entire database, manually or on schedule.
Local duplicate search is run for a particular new record automatically when you save the record.
You can also merge any duplicate records manually without running the search. This option is available for all
sections.
By default, duplicate search is available in the [ Accounts ], [ Contacts ] and [ Leads ] sections. Creatio uses a set
of pre-configured rules to search for duplicates. For example, duplicates may be identified by identical phone
numbers or email addresses. Creatio lets you customize these rules in several ways:
Customize out-of-the-box contact, account, and lead duplicate search rules to suit your specific needs.
Create custom rules for any Creatio section, including custom sections.
You can search for duplicates manually in any section that has at least one duplicate search rule. For example,
the [ Contacts ] section includes the [ Show duplicate ‘Contacts’ ] action. Once the search is complete, Creatio will
display a list of records identified as duplicates.

Attention. To ensure the correct operation of bulk duplicate search, on-site users must install additional
components. Learn more in a separate article: Bulk duplicate search.

Find and process duplicates
To open the duplicates, you must have permissions to read and edit the records of the section where you search
for duplicates, as well as permission to the “Duplicates search” (the “CanSearchDuplicates” code) system
operation. Learn more in a separate article: System operation permissions.

Bulk duplicate search
Creatio displays the duplicate search results on the found duplicates page (Fig. 1). To set up the columns of the
duplicate list, click [ View ] → [ List setup ] in the top right.
Fig. 1 The duplicate search results in the [ Contacts ] section
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Go to the page
There are several ways to open this page:
Select [ Show duplicates ] in the [ Actions ] menu of the section (Fig. 2).

Note. The [ Show duplicates ] action is available if the section has at least one duplicate search rule.

Fig. 2 Go to the found duplicates page using the section actions

Open the System Designer by clicking

and click [ Setup duplicates rules ]. This will open a new page Select

the [ Show duplicate accounts ] or [ Show duplicate contacts ] option in the [ Actions ] menu of the page
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(Fig. 3). This option is available for the [ Contacts ] and [ Accounts ] sections.
Fig. 3 Go to the found duplicates page using the [ Setup duplicates rules ] section

Find and merge duplicates
To search for duplicates:
1. Open a section where you want to search for duplicates. For example, the [ Contacts ] section.
2. Select [ Show duplicate ‘Contacts’ ] in the [ Actions ] menu (Fig. 2).
3. A found duplicates page will open. If the duplicate search was performed earlier (e. g., automatically), the page
will display its results. You can process the previous duplicate search results before searching again.
4. Select [ Run duplicate search ] in the [ Actions ] menu of the found duplicates page.
5. Creatio will search for duplicates in the background. In the meantime, you can continue working in the system.
6. Once the duplicate search is complete, you will receive a notification on the

tab of the notification center

(Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 The notification about the completed duplicate search

7. Click the link in the notification to view the duplicate search results. You can also go to the results page in
several other ways (Fig. 2, Fig. 3).
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The results list displays the duplicate records found based on the active search rules. The records are
grouped by similarity (Fig. 5).
You can merge each group of records into a single record or indicate that the records in the group are not
duplicates. In the latter case, Creatio will add the records to the exception list for the next search.
Fig. 5 Select the duplicates to merge

8. To merge duplicates, select the necessary records and click [ Merge ].
As a result, Creatio will merge the selected records in the group into one record that contains the unique data
from the merged records. If the selected records have different data in the same field, Creatio will prompt you
to select the data to save.
9. To add records to the exception list, click the [ Not duplicates ] button for the group that contains unique
records (Fig. 6).
As a result, Creatio will not consider the records in the group as duplicates for the next duplicate search.
Fig. 6 The records that are not duplicates

Local duplicate search
Find duplicates of a new record
Creatio runs a local duplicate search when you save a new record. If a duplicate search page opens while saving
a new record in the mini page or record page, it is likely that the record already exists.

Note. The opened page will display all similar records, even if you do not have the corresponding access
permissions. However, you will be able to see only the columns that have matching data according to the
active duplicate search rules.

You can return to editing the record or save it. If you save the record, Creatio will display it in the bulk duplicate
search results in the future.
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Find duplicates of an existing record
Use the duplicate record widget to open the duplicate processing page directly from the record page in the
[ Contacts ] and [ Accounts ] sections (Fig. 7).
Creatio displays the widget if the section has active duplicate search rules configured and bulk and global
duplicate search set up.

Note. On-site users should update global search to latest version before working with duplicates search.

Fig. 7 The duplicate record widget on the contact page

If Creatio finds potential duplicates, the widget will display their number. Click the widget to go to the duplicate
processing page. The record from which you opened the page will be marked as “Current” (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 The duplicate processing page
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The further duplicate management procedure is identical to the bulk search.
If the record is unique, the widget will specify that Creatio was unable to find the duplicates (Fig. 9). In this case,
the widget does not open the duplicate processing page.
Fig. 9 The duplicate record widget in a unique record

Merge duplicates
Merge records
You can merge several records both after the bulk duplicate search and at any other time without running the
bulk search. You can merge both section records and lookup values.
To do this:
1. Enable the multiple selection mode by running the [ Select multiple records ] action in the relevant section list
or lookup.

Note. You can also select multiple records in the section list by pressing Ctrl or Shift. Hold down Ctrl to
select multiple records in an arbitrary order. Hold down Shift to select a range of adjacent records.
2. Select the records to merge.
3. Select [ Merge records ] in the [ Actions ] menu (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Merge the lookup values
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Note. By default, the [ Merge records ] action is available only to system administrators. You must grant
permission to other users. To do this, open the “Duplicates search” system operation (the
“CanSearchDuplicates” code) in the [ Operation permissions ] section, go to the [ Operation permission ]
detail, and grant permission to the relevant users/roles.

Creatio will merge the selected records. If the records have different values in the same fields, the duplicate
merge box will open. Select the values to save in the merged record and click [ Merge ].
Creatio will send you a notification once the merge is complete. Refresh the page to view the results in the record
list. A single merged record will remain.
When you click [ Merge ] on the duplicate page, Creatio will save the unique data from all merged records to one
resulting record automatically. As a result:
The resulting record will be based on the earliest created record.
Creatio will save the unique detail and field values of duplicate records in the resulting record. This means all
activities, calls, leads, etc. connected to the merged records will be available on the details of the resulting
record.
Creatio will not duplicate identical phone numbers even if they have different types. For example, the same
phone is listed as business and mobile.
Creatio will not duplicate identical communication options, addresses, and noteworthy events.
If some field values are different (e.g., full name, phone numbers, etc.), you will be able to select the values to
save in the resulting record. You can also select the text note to keep after merging.
All external links that point to the merged duplicate records will point to the resulting record.
Creatio will save the feed posts of all merged records in the resulting record.
If the records of other sections reference any of the merged records, e. g., in the [ Primary contact ] field or
[ Contacts of accounts ] detail of the [ Accounts ] section, the resulting record will keep the connections to the
records of other sections.

Example of the merged record data
If the merged records contain different values in the same field, specify which data to save in the resulting record
as part of the merge.
For example, Creatio has duplicate records that have the following data:
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Field

Duplicate 1

[ Full name

Andrew Barber

Duplicate 2

Barber Andrew

Duplicate

Resulting

3

record

A. Barber

Decided by the

]

user

[ Type ]

–

Customer

Contact

Decided by the

person

user

[ Account ]

–

Infocom

–

Infocom

[ Mobile

–

+1 206 5871036

+1-206-

Decided by the

587-10-36

user

+1 206

Decided by the

480-3801

user

–

Decided by the

phone ]
[ Business

+1 206 480-3801

–

phone ]
[ Email ]

a.barber1981@gmail.com

a_barber1981@gmail.com

user
[ Skype ]

barber_andrew

–

–

If you try to merge the records, Creatio will open the Merge duplicates box (Fig. 8).
Fig. 11 Resolve deduplication conflicts

Select the

button next to the values to save in the resulting record and click [ Merge ].
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As a result, a single Creatio record will remain. All objects connected to the merged records will now be
connected to this record. For example, if you select the buttons as shown on the Fig. 11, the resulting record will
contain the following data:
[ Full name ]: Andrew Barber
[ Account ]: Infocom
[ Job title ] Sales Manager
[ Business phone ] +1 206 5871036
[ Email ] andrew@infocom-global.com

The duplicate search procedure
The duplicate search mechanism is identical to the global search mechanism.
Creatio indexes data to remove all special characters and divide the remaining letters and numbers into sets of
two or three characters. The characters are recorded in the index that the search mechanism uses.
Creatio does not modify the section records as part of the indexing.
The local duplicate search procedure is as follows:
1. The user creates and saves a new record.
2. Creatio processes new data (removes all special characters, divides the remaining data into sets of two or
three characters) and requests Elasticsearch to search for records that contain the characters the user
entered.
3. Creatio displays the matches according to at least one active duplicate search rule that has the [ Use this rule
on save ] checkbox selected. Matches that have a different word order will be displayed as well.
Creatio runs the bulk duplicate search in a similar way and takes the active duplicate search rules into account.
The phone numbers are compared to each other regardless of their field: [ Business phone ], [ Mobile phone ],
[ Home phone ], etc.

Note. The duplicate list does not display the records excluded via the [ Is not a duplicate ] button earlier.

If the field contains several words, Creatio will consider records that have both full and partial matches as
duplicates. For example, if you search using the “Contact duplicates, contact name” condition, “John Best” and
“John” contacts will be considered as duplicates.
If the search conditions overlap, Creatio will search for duplicates using the stricter rule. For example, you have
the following duplicate search rules configured: “Contact duplicates, contact name,” “Contact duplicates. Contact
name, Phone.” Creatio will consider only the records that have matching full names as duplicates since the
corresponding rule is stricter.

Set up the duplicate search
Creatio checks for duplicates using the existing search rules. The [ Accounts ], [ Contacts ], and [ Leads ]
sections include the duplicate search rules out-of-the-box.
You can perform the following actions in Creatio:
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Create new duplicate search rules based on a text or a lookup field in any section.
Enable or disable individual rules.
Specify the rules to use while saving a record.
Remove unused rules.

Note. Default rules that search for contact and account duplicates in leads cannot be deleted.
However, you can disable these rules.

Add a duplicate search rule
Attention. Learn more about setting up the service for Creatio on-site in a separate article: Bulk duplicate
search.

1. Click the

button in the top right to open the System Designer.

2. Go to the “System setup” block and click “Setup duplicates rules.”
3. Click the [ New rule ] button.
4. Fill out the following fields on the rule setup page (Fig. 12):
a. Select a section that will use this rule in the [ Rule type ] field. For example, “Products.” You can create a
rule for sections that have the [ Indexing for full-text search ] checkbox selected in the Section Wizard.
b. Click

on the [ Attributes ] detail and add one or more columns by which to search for duplicates. Keep in

mind that the [ Attributes ] detail accepts only text and lookup fields.
If you select multiple attributes in a single rule, e. g., “Code” and “Name,” the duplicate search will combine
them using the “AND” operator. I. e., Creatio will look for records that contain both duplicate code and
name. If you create several rules that have only one attribute, e.g., “Code” in the first rule and “Name” in
the second rule, the duplicate search will combine them using the “OR” operator. I. e., the search will
display records that contain either duplicate code or duplicate name.
Fig. 12 Create a new duplicate search rule
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5. Select the [ Active ] checkbox.
6. Select the [ Use this rule on save ] checkbox to use this rule while saving the mini page or record page.
7. Click [ Save ].
Creatio will notify you that the changes will apply upon your next login. After your next login, Creatio will use
the new rule for the duplicate search. The [ Show duplicates ] action will appear in the corresponding section.

Disable a duplicate search rule
You can deactivate a rule permanently or temporarily. Creatio will not use it to search for duplicates. To do this:
1. Click the

button in the top right to open the System Designer.

2. Open the “Setup duplicates rules” link.
3. Select a rule to deactivate and click [ Open ].
4. Clear the [ Active ] checkbox.
5. Click [ Save ].
As a result, Creatio will not use the rule to search for duplicates. You can reactivate it at any time.

Note. If you deactivate a duplicate search rule specified in a [ Find and merge duplicates ] business
process element, the element will no longer use it. If you deactivate all specified rules, the process that
contains the element will fail to complete.

Creatio warns you that a business process might use the duplicate search rule when you deactivate it. However,
Creatio does not check whether any [ Find and merge duplicates ] element is using it currently.

Schedule the automatic duplicate search
In Creatio, you can schedule an automatic duplicate search. For example, run it three times a week. To do this:
1. Click the

button in the top right to open the System Designer.
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2. Open the “Setup duplicates rules” link.
3. Select [ Setup automatic duplicate search ] from the [ Actions ] menu on the duplicate search rule page
(Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 Open the automatic duplicate search setup window

4. Set up the parameters of the automatic bulk duplicate search on the [ Schedule search duplicates settings ]
page (Fig. 14):
Fig. 14 Schedule the duplicate search

a. Select a section for which to schedule the search. The list displays only the sections that have at least one
duplicate search rule configured.
b. Select the time to run the search.
c. Select the day of the week to run the search.
d. Click [ Apply ].
As a result, Creatio will search for duplicates automatically on the selected days at the set time using the
active rules. Keep in mind that Creatio does not merge duplicates automatically. You must process the
found duplicates manually.
To disable the automatic duplicate search, clear the time field or the checkboxes next to the days of the
week and click [ Apply settings ]. Both options will disable the automatic duplicate search.
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Check timelines
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the timeline to get chronological insights into your customer history. The Timeline tab (Fig. 1) provides quick
access to information about tasks, communications, additional materials, and other linked objects in Creatio.
This tab is available by default in the following sections:
[ Contacts ]
[ Accounts ]
[ Leads ]
[ Opportunities ]
[ Cases ].
Fig. 1 Example of the [ Timeline ] tab

Note. You can add the [ Timeline ] tab to other Creatio sections using developer tools. Read more >>>

The timeline displays linked records in chronological order. The following types of records are displayed on the
timeline:
tasks
calls
emails
feed messages
files
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links
contracts
documents
projects.
In some sections, the timeline displays additional types of records. The timeline content is determined by the
Creatio product and section specifics. For example, in bank products, the history of the customer's cases,
invoices, and cards is also displayed in the timeline.
Timeline controls:
– apply filter by date
– apply filter by record type
The records on the [ Timeline ] tab are displayed as a list. Click a record title or the

button to open the

connected record.
Depending on the text volume, the list records may be displayed in a “collapsed” view mode. You can expand a
collapsed record by clicking the [ Show more ] button.
The timeline records are grouped by months. By default, newer records are displayed first. You can sort records
by date in ascending or descending order using the [ Date ]

or the [ Date ]

buttons.

Filter the timeline
The following quick filters are available in the timeline:
by date
by assignee
by linked object type
The number over the pipeline icon indicates the number of timeline record types currently selected. (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Applying filter by timeline record type
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Search the timeline
Use the search string on the [ Timeline ] tab to find timeline records quickly. The search string looks up for feed
messages and email texts (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Search by the keyword

Refreshing or closing the page will reset the timeline search.

Work with chats
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use Creatio chat integration functionality to communicate with customers and process service cases through the
communication channels that are convenient to your customers. The company employees can send messages
through the customer's communication channel of choice from the action panel in any section. Chat agents
process incoming cases in the communication panel. During a chat, agents can provide consultations, share files,
and run business processes using the communication panel. The chat logs are saved on the contact page.
Creatio creates new chats in the following cases:
An incoming private message from a new customer in Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, or Telegram (botonly).
A new message from an existing customer if there are no current active chats for this customer.
In other cases, Creatio displays new messages in the active chat.
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Creatio adds new contacts based on incoming chats if the following conditions are met:
A customer sent their first message using a company page, Telegram bot, or WhatsApp.
There are no Creatio contacts with a Facebook user ID, Telegram user ID, or WhatsApp number from the
incoming message.
When a new contact is created based on an incoming chat, Creatio will populate the following contact fields:
A Facebook user's name, profile picture, and ID.
A Telegram user's name, profile picture, and ID.
A WhatsApp user's name, profile picture, and phone number.

Change the agent status
The agent status determines whether they can receive and process chats in the Creatio communication panel.
Active. An active agent can see new messages and chats on the communication panel, process them, and
send responses.
Inactive. An inactive agent can only see previously received chats on the communication panel, process
them, and send responses. Creatio does not distribute new chats among inactive agents.
By default, the agent's status is “Inactive.” Change it in the communication panel or the user profile menu (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Agent's status in the user profile

When an agent logs out (i. e., closes the session), their status will be changed to “Inactive” automatically and new
chats will not be distributed to this agent. When the agent logs back in, their status will be the same as before the
logout.

Process chat messages
Agents can process chats using the [ Chats ] tab of the communication panel. Agents can access:
Active chats that are in progress.
New chats that are awaiting acceptance.
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Note. The time for taking a chat into processing, as well as the time limit for replying to an active chat,
may be limited. Learn more in a separate article: Add a chat queue.

Fig. 2 Chats on Creatio communication panel

If you permit Creatio to send you desktop notifications in your browser, you will receive a desktop alert whenever
a new chat is assigned to you.
To start processing the chat, click [ Accept chat ]. You will become the owner of this chat. After this, you will
have the following options available:
Text chat messages.
Files attached to the chat.
Contact details.
Chat source.
Chat actions.
To use a quick reply template, click the

button or type “//” in the reply field and proceed to enter the name

or text of the template. A box with the list of pre-configured chat templates will open (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Quick reply template search
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If you leave the chat without sending the reply, Creatio will save a draft of your message automatically. You can
get back to editing the reply at any moment after you open the chat again. The draft will appear in the reply field.
To run a chat action, for example, create a case, click the

button in the top right corner of the

communication panel, and select the action to perform (Fig. 4).

Note. Learn more about setting up chat actions in a separate article: Set up the chat actions.

Fig. 4 Run a chat action
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When the conversation is over, click the

button at the top of the communication panel. Alternatively, click the

button on the communication panel to complete any active chat. You can complete a chat at any time without
waiting for the timeout. If a customer sends a new message after the chat has been completed, Creatio will
create a new chat and add it to the corresponding processing queue.

Initiate a chat conversation
In Creatio, you can not only process incoming cases but also initiate chat conversations with customers. Your
company employee can contact the customer through any available chat channel as part of their workflow. This
functionality is available on the action panel of any section. For example, message the case contact, lead contact,
opportunity participants, or account contacts.
Click the channel button to fetch the connected contact or list of contacts you can message through the
channel.
You can message the customer as long as the following conditions are true:
There is an active provider channel in Creatio.
The contact messaged you through the channel at least once.
The customer sent their last message through the channel within the last 24 hours (only for Facebook
Messenger and WhatsApp).
Fig. 5 Initiate the chat in the [ Opportunities ] section

If one or more conditions are false and you click the channel button, Creatio will notify you that it is not possible
to message the contact.

Find similar contacts
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Customers can reach out to you through different channels. If the same person uses multiple channels, there is
a chance of creating several contact records for the same customer in Creatio. When a new chat is added,
Creatio performs an automatic search for similar contacts.
The search for similar contacts is performed based on the active duplicate search rules. After the search is
complete, the chat window displays information about similar contact records. This enables minimizing the
number of duplicates in Creatio.
Click the link with the number of the detected duplicates to open the list of potential duplicate contacts on a
separate page. The contact from the active chat is labeled as “Current.” Should you decide to merge the
duplicates, the chat contact will be changed for a resulting record.
Fig. 5 Duplicate search results

Create a case from a chat
The “Create case” chat action is available for the following Creatio products:
Service Creatio, enterprise edition
Service Creatio, customer center edition
Financial services Creatio, bank customer journey edition
If you run the action, Creatio will add a new case with the following fields populated:
[ Subject ]: text of the first chat message.
[ Description ]: text of all incoming messages received before the agent answered in the chat.
[ Source ]: “Chat.”
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[ Registration date ]: the case creation date.
[ Status ]: “New.”
[ Contact ]: contact from the chat.
[ Account ]: the account of the contact.
[ Assignee ]: chat agent.

Transfer the chat to another agent or queue
Customers might ask questions that are out of the channel scope. For example, a customer who is experiencing
issues with placing an online order and wants an alternative way to place it may contact you via the tech support
channel. In these cases, the agent can assist the customer with the issue and transfer the chat to a different
queue. For example, the sales department. Alternatively, they can transfer the chat to a specific employee. For
example, the customer’s account manager. To transfer the chat:
1. Open the relevant chat in the communication panel.
2. Click the

button at the top. This will open the list of available chat queues and agents.

3. Select the queue or the agent to whom to transfer the chat in the list (Fig. 6). The list displays the status of
each agent: “Active” (green indicator), “Inactive” (red indicator), or “Chats exceeded” (gray indicator). You
can transfer the chat:
to active agents whose status is “Active” or “Inactive”
to queues that have one or more agents besides you

Note. Creatio sets the “Chats exceeded” status automatically if the number of chats an agent is
processing equals the value of the “Simultaneous Chats” (“SimultaneousChats” code) system setting.
The default value is 5 chats. This status is displayed only in the agent list during chat transfer and
cannot be set manually.

Fig. 7 Transfer the chat to another agent or queue
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After the transfer, Creatio completes the current chat and automatically creates a child chat. The status of the
new chat depends on the way you transfer it:
If you transfer the chat to a specific employee, Creatio adds the new chat to the agent’s active chat list and
sets the chat status to “In progress.”
If you transfer the chat to a queue, Creatio sets the chat status to “Waiting for processing” and distributes
the chat among the queue agents based on the queue routing rules. The chat appears in the [ New chats ] list
until a specific agent accepts the chat. After the chat is accepted, Creatio changes its status to: “In progress.”
After the agent opens the chat, they can access the parent chat messages and carry on the conversation.

View chats and analytics
The agent can access chat messages in the communication panel. Users that have permission to read the
“Chats” object can view both live and complete chats in the [ Chats ] section. For example, this helps managers
to provide assistance without chat escalation or understand the context of issues that take multiple chats to
troubleshoot. After the chat is complete, all sent messages and files become available on the [ Timeline ] tab of
the corresponding contact pages as well.
The [ Chats ] section also lets you view detailed information about the chats, group the chats by different
parameters, view the customer communication history, analyze the customer case dynamics for a specific
period, view the agent workload as well as chat processing rate.
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Process chats using an external chatbot
Use chatbots to pre-process messages incoming via the Facebook Messenger channel and reduce the load on
your agents. The chatbot will provide answers to frequently asked questions, as well as pre-process requests
before Creatio passes the chat to an agent. The chatbot platform can integrate with your public Facebook page
and upload the processed customer requests to Creatio.
Chatbots can only be used with Facebook Messenger chats. Learn more about setting up a chatbot in a separate
article: Set up third-party chatbot integration.
The chatbot will process messages customers send to your public page via Facebook Messenger. Depending on
the chatbot settings, the message exchange can be saved to Creatio after the chat is over or distributed to an
agent.

Pre-process a request with the chatbot
This logic implies that the chatbot passes the customer request to a Creatio agent who decides if further work
with this chat is needed. You can use this setting for chats where customers ask non-standard questions or
require access to non-public data. For example, sales contracts.
Generally, the chatbot request processing looks as follows:
1. A new chat with the “Bot processing” state is created. The chat is available in the [ Chat ] section but is not
displayed on the communication panel.
2. After Creatio takes over, it completes the chat and automatically creates a child chat with the “Waiting for
processing” state.
3. The new chat is routed to an agent according to the channel settings.
4. When processing the child chat on the communication panel, the agent can access the parent chat messages.
The agent can use them to decide to continue or complete the chat.
5. After the agent chat is over, Creatio hands over the chat to the prime recipient of the transfer protocol (the
chatbot platform). If the customer sends a new message, a new chat will be created.

Process a request with the chatbot
This logic implies that the chatbot processes Facebook Messenger customer requests without passing them to
agents. You can use this setting to provide answers for frequently asked questions or process typical messages.
For example, quote requests.
Generally, the chatbot request processing looks as follows:
1. A new chat with the “Bot processing” state is created. The chat is available in the [ Chat ] section but is not
displayed on the communication panel.
2. The chat completes automatically after the last message is sent/received. Manage the chat autocompletion
time in the channel settings:
At the end of the waiting time if the queue's [ Chat completion timeout ] field is populated. Learn more
in a separate article: Add a chat queue.
After 60 minutes if no timeout is specified in the queue settings.
3. After the chat is over, Creatio hands over the chat to the prime recipient of the transfer protocol (the chatbot
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platform). The customer and bot's message history is available in the [ Chat ] section.

Work with attachments
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To work with additional information in Creatio, use the Attachments and notes tab. The tab contains the
[ Attachments ] and [ Notes ] details.
Use these details to store external files, links to web resources, and extended descriptions of the record. The tab
is available in all system sections. For example, in the [ Contacts ] section, you can add documents that represent
the history of your interactions with the contact; in the [ Activities ] section, add files that have been prepared
within a task.
The [ Attachments ] detail has the following views:
– the tile view. In this view, the files and links added to the detail are displayed as icons. The icon appearance
varies depending on the file extension.

Note. The icons for different file types can be set up in the [ File extension ] lookup. For the files whose
types are undefined in the lookup, a default icon is used.

– the list view. In this view, the files and links added to the detail are displayed as a list of records. Use this
view to delete a file or edit a link.

Attach files to records
1. Open the needed record, for example, the activity page. Open the [ Attachments and notes ] tab.
2. On the [ Attachments ] detail, click the [ Add file ] button. You can also drag the file and drop it into the detail
(Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Dragging a file into the [ Attachments ] detail

As a result, the selected file will be saved on the detail.

Add external links as record attachments
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1. On the [ Attachments ] detail, in the

menu, select the [ Add link ] option.

2. On the displayed page, enter the link address in the [ Name ] field and save the page.
As a result, the link will be added to the detail.
3. If you need to edit the link, in the list view, click on it and select the [ Change properties ] option from the
menu.

Add a link to knowledge base articles
1. On the [ Attachments ] detail, select the [ Add link to knowledge base ] option from the

menu.

2. In the displayed window, select the needed knowledge base article and click the [ Select ] button.
As a result, the selected link to the knowledge base article will be added to the detail.

Download attachments
To download the file that has been added to the [ Attachments ] detail, click its title. Specify the location to save
the file to.

Delete a file from the [Attachments] detail
1. Open the list view by clicking the

button.

2. Select the file, and then select the [ Delete ] option from the

menu.

Add notes to files
The [ Notes ] detail is used to store additional text information about the section record. On the detail, you can
edit and format the text of the notes using the built-in formatting tools. You can also add an image or an external
link to the detail.
If you switch to another tab of the page, the information on the [ Notes ] detail will be saved. To save the notes,
save the record.

Share records
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Manage access to the information you add to Creatio. For example, when registering a new account record, you
can specify users who have access to it.
There are three record operation types: read, edit, and delete. For example, access to the “read” operation
means that the user or user group can view the record in the section and open its page.
Learn more: Record permissions.
You can select one of the following access levels for each operation:
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Granted – permissions to read, change, or delete a record.
Granted/Delegation permitted – permissions to perform the record operations, as well as to manage the
operation permissions.
By default, Creatio grants full operation permissions with the ability to delegate permissions to the following roles:
the record author and the management role of the author
the record owner and the management role of the owner
The system administrator can set up default record permissions for other users. Learn more: Record
permissions.
Open the record page and select [ Set up access rights ] in the [ Actions ] menu to manage the record access
permissions.

Set up the access permissions
1. Open the page of the relevant record.
2. Select [ Set up access rights ] in the [ Actions ] menu (Fig. 1). This will open a new page.
Fig. 1 Navigate to the access permission setup

3. Click the [ Add ] button and select the record operation type on the page that opens. For example, select
[ Edit access right ] to grant permission to edit the record. This will open a box.
4. Select the user or user group that must receive the access permissions in the box that opens. For example,
select the “All employees” user group to grant the edit permission to all company employees. As a result,
Creatio will add the new rule to the corresponding detail of the access permissions page. The rule will
determine the user or user group's permissions to the corresponding operation on the record. By default, the
operation access permission is always “Granted.”
5. Click [ Save ].

Modify the access permissions
1. Open the edit page of the relevant record.
2. Select [ Set up access rights ] in the [ Actions ] menu. This will open the access permissions page.
3. Select the record to modify in the [ Read ], [ Edit ], or [ Delete ] detail on the page. For example, select the
record that contains the name of the user in the [ Edit ] detail to allow the user to delegate permissions to edit
the record.
4. Select the desired access level in the [ Access level ] menu. For example, select [ Granted/delegation permitted
] to allow the user to manage the access permissions to the operation (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Modify the record access permissions

5. Click [ Save ].

Revoke the access permissions
1. Open the edit page of the relevant record.
2. Select [ Set up access rights ] in the [ Actions ] menu. This will open the access permissions page.
3. Select the access permission to revoke in the [ Read ], [ Edit ], or [ Delete ] detail on the page and delete it. For
example, select the “All employees” record in the [ Edit ] detail and click [ Delete ] to restrict all users from
editing the record.

Mobile application FAQ
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Why won’t the mobile app sync in online mode (Error "Item%
24 batch not found)?
Online sync errors are often associated with the “on-site” deployment of Creatio. Certain combinations of the IIS,
.NET Framework, and ASP.NET services screen special characters ($ character) in website URLs. The mobile app
cannot connect to the Creatio website because of that.
To omit the “$” character while generating request URLs, introduce a different type of query generation by
setting up configuration files on the Creatio server. To do this:
1. Open the [ Creatio root directory path ]\Web.config file with any text editor, e.g. Notepad. Find the
<appSettings> part and add the following line:

<add key="aspnet:UseLegacyRequestUrlGeneration" value="true" />

Save the changes.
2. Make the same adjustments to the [ Creatio root directory path ]\Terrasoft.WebApp\Web.config configuration
file.
3. Restart the web site in IIS and clear the Redis server cache.
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How to resolve the synchronization conflict in the offline
mode?
If the conflict occurred because of access permission during the synchronization with the desktop application,
you can resolve it by canceling the modifications you made in the mobile application.

Case. The administrator has restricted the access rights to edit the account type for all employees (Fig. 1).
The mobile user changes the account type in the offline mode. During the synchronization process, the
user gets a notification about conflict (Fig. 2).

Note. Managing user access permission to the system objects is covered in the "Users and access
management" guide.

To resolve the conflict:
1. Tap the [ Review issues ] button.
2. Select a record that invoked a conflict of insufficient permissions in the synchronization log.
3. Tap the [ Revert changes ] button (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Revert changes ] action in the synchronization log

As a result, all changes made in the account’s record will be reverted and the record will be removed from the
synchronization log. The local record will be updated with the latest data from the desktop application.
You can send a request for access permission to an administrator. More details about actions with records in the
log are described in a separate article. Read more >>>

How to clear the mobile app cache?
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You can clear the mobile app cache in one of the following options:
Enter the [ Settings ] section of the mobile application and tap the [ Clear cache ] button (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Clearing mobile application cache

Log out of the application and log in to another Creatio site, for example, to a trial version. In this case, the
app cache will be cleaned automatically.
Perform the cache cleanup of the mobile device.

Attention. After cleaning the mobile application cache, all data modifications that were made offline and
not synchronized with the main application will be deleted.

How can I set up push notifications for mobile application
users?
Mobile application users will now receive push notifications and reminders with valuable updates, such as meeting
reminders or feed notifications. The configuration of push notifications is performed in the "BPMN process
examples" guide.

Work with message templates
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

In Creatio, you can design the message content from scratch or tailor an existing template to the recipient. Use
templates to send emails as part of business processes, automatic notifications, and quick replies in chats.
Configure all templates in the [ Message templates ] section. By default, the templates are created in the default
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application language. If you want to localize your templates, set up a template in the default language first. You
can copy the base template settings to other languages when you add localizations later.

Set up a message template
Set up an email template
1. Go to the [ Studio ] workplace and click [ Message templates ].
2. Click [ New ] and select “Email template” in the menu.
3. Specify the template name on the opened page. For example, “Date and time of the meeting.”
4. Specify the macro source. For example, “Activity.”
5. Click [ Edit ] on the [ Email template ] detail. The Content Designer will open. By default, the templates are
created in the default application language. If you want to localize your template, add localizations to the
template after the initial setup.
6. Fill out the email subject in the Content Designer.
7. Drag the [ Block ] element to the working area.
8. Drag the [ Text ] element to the block.
9. Replace the [ Text ] element's placeholder content with the desired message.
10.If necessary, insert macros to personalize the message with the sender or recipient's data.
a. Place the cursor where you want to insert the macro.
b. Click

→ [ Basic macro ].

c. In the popup, pick a macro and click [ Select ].
11.Save the template.
As a result, Creatio will create a new “Date and time of the meeting” email template. Learn more about using email
templates: Send a template-based email.

Note. Learn more about the Content Designer and working on complex templates: Email templates.

Set up a chat template
1. Go to the [ Studio ] workplace and click [ Message templates ].
2. Click [ New ] and select “Chat template” in the menu.
3. Specify the template's name on the opened page. For example, “Greeting.”
4. Make sure that the macro source is “Chat.”
5. Enter the message in the [ Chat template ] detail. If you want to localize your template, add localizations to the
template after the initial setup.
6. If necessary, insert macros to personalize the message with the sender or recipient's data.
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a. Place the cursor where you want to insert the macro.
b. Click

→ [ Basic macro ].

c. In the popup, pick a macro and click [ Select ].
7. Save the template.
As a result, Creatio will create a new chat message template. Learn more about using chat templates: Work with
chats.

Set up template localization
Use localized templates to send messages to your customers in their preferred language. You can use this
functionality:
in chats
when sending template-based emails from the action panel or communication panel
when sending notifications about business processes
Take the following steps to set up localized messages:
1. Set up the languages to use for communication with your customers. Read more >>>
2. Create localized templates. Read more >>>

Email template language verification
To determine the language of an email sent to a customer, Creatio verifies:
1. This verification stage is only relevant to the case emails. Whether the [ Always use the mailbox language ]
checkbox is selected in the [ List of mailboxes for case registration ] lookup.
a. If the checkbox is selected, Creatio will send the email in the mailbox language to the recipient.
b. If the checkbox is not selected, Creatio will switch to the next verification stage.
2. Whether the [ Preferred language ] field is filled out on the contact page.
a. If the field is filled out, Creatio will send the email in the specified language to the recipient.
b. If the field is not filled out, Creatio will switch to the next verification stage.
3. Whether the mailbox language is specified.
a. If the mailbox language is specified, Creatio will send the email in the mailbox's language to the recipient.
b. If the mailbox language is not specified, Creatio will switch to the next verification stage.
4. Whether the “Default language for messages” (“DefaultMessageLanguage” code) system setting is filled out.
a. If the system setting is filled out, Creatio will send the email in the specified language to the recipient.
b. If the system setting is not filled out, Creatio will send the email in the default Creatio language to the
recipient.
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Note. If you specify contacts with different languages or contacts without the preferred language in the
[ To ] field when sending multilingual messages as part of a business process, Creatio will send the
template in the default language to all recipients.

Chat template language verification
To determine the language of a chat template, Creatio verifies:
1. Whether the [ Preferred language ] field is filled out on the contact page. Creatio sets a new contact's
[ Preferred language ] field to the language specified in the chat channel automatically.
a. If the field is filled out, Creatio will send the template in the specified language to the recipient.
b. If the field is not filled out, Creatio will switch to the next verification stage.
2. Whether the chat channel language is specified.
a. If the chat channel language is specified, Creatio will send the template in the chat channel language to the
recipient.
b. If the chat channel language is not specified, Creatio will switch to the next verification stage.
3. Whether the “Default language for messages” (“DefaultMessageLanguage” code) system setting is filled out.
a. If the system setting is filled out, Creatio will send the template in the specified language to the recipient.
b. If the system setting is not filled out, Creatio will send the template in the default Creatio language to the
recipient.

Set up preferred languages
Specify the preferred language on the contact page in the [ Contacts ] section. Creatio will send email notifications
in this language to the contact. The preferred language does not depend on the UI languages configured for user
operation or the default Creatio language.
The [ Customer languages ] lookup values are used to specify languages and generate multilingual templates.
Only the languages with the [ Is used ] checkbox selected in the [ Customer languages ] lookup are available
for selection on the contact page.
By default, all languages listed in the lookup are available for use in message templates. If you add an inactive
language to a template, the [ Active ] checkbox will be selected for this language in the [ Customer languages ]
lookup.
The deactivated language becomes unavailable in the [ Preferred language ] field menu on the contact page but is
still displayed if it was specified earlier. The chat or email template tab in such language is hidden, but messages
will still be sent if this language is specified on the contact page.
If you reactivate a language, all the earlier created templates will be displayed in the lookup.

Create a localized message template
You can set up a localized chat or email message template in the [ Message templates ] lookup.
To create a localized template:
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1. Go to the [ Studio ] workplace and click [ Message templates ].
2. Select the template to which you want to add localizations.
3. Click the

button. In the menu, you will see all languages with the [ Active ] checkbox selected in the

[ Languages ] lookup. Select a template language you want to add.
If there are no active languages in Creatio yet or you want to add a tab with the language that has not been
activated, select the [ Add language ] option (Fig. 1) and select the template language you want to add in the
opened window. The [ Active ] checkbox for this language will be selected automatically.
Fig. 1 Add a language to the template

4. After you select a language, Creatio will prompt you to copy the content of an existing template to the new
tab. Select this option if you need to use the configured layout for the added localization.
5. If you need to add several languages into a template, take steps 3 and 4 for each localization. As a result,
several tabs for creating messages in the selected languages will be displayed on the template page (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 A localized template

6. Select the needed tab and edit the content. Create a message in each of the languages in a similar way.
7. Save the changes.

Note. If you copy a multilingual template, Creatio will copy all of its saved localizations.

Work with currencies
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FINANCIAL SERVICES CREATIO

In Creatio, you can store monetary values in multiple currencies. The values that you enter will be automatically
converted to different currencies according to the exchange rates. These functions are available in products with
the [ Products ], [ Orders ], [ Invoices, ] and [ Contracts ] sections.
The currencies are used in special “currency fields”.

Select currency
In Creatio, you can enter monetary amounts in the special currency fields. For example, you can specify a
product price in a “currency” field.
Currency fields store both the monetary amount and the currency in which this amount is specified. Click a
currency field title to view the list of available currencies. The list contains currencies that are available in the
[ Currency ] lookup (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Selecting currency from the list in the currency field

Note. If the [ Currency ] lookup contains only one record, the list of currencies in the currency field will be
unavailable.

If you change the currency in a populated currency field, the amount will be automatically converted to the new
value according to currency exchange rates.

Note. Read more about how Creatio converts currencies in a separate article.

Clicking the

button in the currency field displays an additional edit window (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Additional currency field edit window
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In this window you can:
View the equivalent of the specified monetary amount in the base currency in the [ Amount ] field. This is a
non-editable field.
Change the currency of the monetary amount (will be recalculated automatically).
Edit the exchange rate of a currency to the base currency, the amount will be recalculated automatically. The
new rate will be in effect only for the current record.

Note. Use the [ Base currency ] system setting to specify the “base currency”. All exchange rates will be
calculated according to the base currency.

View the value of the multiplicity ratio between the specified currency and the base currency when determining
the exchange rate.

Note. When you select the base currency, the [ Rate ] field is automatically filled in with the “1” value and
becomes grayed-out.

To save changes in the additional window, click the [ Apply ] button or anywhere outside of the currency field edit
window.

Work with currency conversion
You can work with various currencies in Creatio. The conversion is performed automatically, taking into account
the conversion currency exchange rate to the base currency and multiplicity ratio.
The base currency is the currency based on which the rate for all other currencies is set. Use the [ Base
currency ] system setting to select a base currency.
The conversion currency is any other currency to which the money is converted.
The exchange rate determines the conversion currency amount in the base currency.
The multiplicity ratio indicates how many monetary units of the base currency correspond to the set
exchange rate.
The exchange rate and ratio of the currency are specified in the [ Currencies ] lookup (Fig. 3).
The exchange rate of the conversion currency is specified in terms of the base currency taking into account the
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ratio. Currency rates are automatically re-calculated according to their base currency exchange rates and ratio.
For example, if the Yen is the base currency and the USD will have the 56537.3 exchange rate value for the 1000
ratio in the [ Currencies ] lookup, the exchange rate will be displayed in the additional window of the currency field
as 17.6874 USD for 1000 Yen.
Fig. 3 – Possible content of the [ Currencies ] lookup

Note. The [ Currencies ] lookup structure is described in a separate chapter. Use the “Base currency”
system setting to select a base currency.

Set up exchange rates
Set up the exchange rates for proper currency conversion towards the base currency. To do this:
1. Open the [ Currencies ] lookup.
2. Set the “1” value for the rate of the base currency.
3. Select the currency to set up the rate (for example, euro). Click

.

4. On the opened currency settings page, set the ratio, for example, “1000”.

Note. For a more accurate calculation of prices during conversion, specify a high ratio for currencies,
for example, “1000”.
5. Specify the exchange rate between the current currency and the base currency in the [ Rate ] field,
considering the ratio. Save the changes.

Example. If the base currency is yen and the euro to yen ratio is 63.9655, specify the “63965.5” as the
exchange [ Rate ] and “1000” as the [ Ratio ].
6. Repeat steps 3 through 7 for all currencies specified in the lookup.
Update all data in the lookup if the exchange rates are changed,

Calculate exchange rates using a ratio
The following formula is used for calculating exchange rates in Creatio:
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[ Rate ]=[ Amount in conversion currency ]*[ Ratio ]/[ Amount in base currency ]

Example. 1000 Japanese yen is worth 0.84 US Dollars. Yen is selected as the base currency and the dollar
ratio is 100. The actual conversion is as follows:

[ Rate ]=19.40*100/1000=1.94

Thus, when the ratio is 100, the US dollar exchange rate to yen is 1.94

Currency conversion
When converting monetary amounts from the base currency into another currency, use the following formula:

[ Amount in conversion currency ]=[ Rate ]*[ Amount in base currency ]/[ Ratio ]

For example, 1,000 yen must be converted to US dollars. Yen is selected as the base currency, the USD / yen
exchange rate is 1.94 and the ratio is 100. The actual conversion is as follows:

[ Amount in conversion currency ]=1.94*1000/100=19.4

Thus, the amount of 1000 yen is equal to 19.40 USD.
When converting monetary amounts from one currency to another, calculations are made based on the base
currency. The following formula is used:

[ Amount in conversion currency(2) ]=[ Amount in conversion currency(1) ]*[ Ratio(1) ]*[ Rate(2)

For example, USD 100 must be converted to euro Yen is selected as the base currency. The dollar/yen exchange
rate is 1.94, with a ratio of 100, and the euro/yen exchange rate is 1.73, with a ratio of 100. The actual
conversion is as follows:

[ Amount in euro ]=100*100*1.73/100*1.94=89.2

Thus, USD 100 is converted to EUR 89,20.

Calculate product price in an order
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Let's see how the product price is calculated in order.

Example. The order currency is yen. Add a product with the price is specified in US dollars to the order.
The base system currency is the yen, the ratio of the US dollar is 100, the product price is USD 14.6.

Click

on the [ Products ] detail to add products to the order. On the product selection page, all products are

priced in the currency used for the order (Fig. 4). In this case, “yen”.
Fig. 4 The ordered product selection page

For the products with the base price specified in foreign currency, the product price is automatically converted to
the base currency according to the current exchange rate specified as follows:

[ Product price ]*[ Ratio ]/[ Exchange rate ] – 14.6*100/1.5092=967.40

As a result, a new product will be added to the detail. The price of the product will be specified in yen. The [ Price ]
and [ Total ] fields are populated automatically and are not available for editing.

Manage currencies
This lookup contains a list of currencies used in mutual payments with customers, partners, suppliers, and the
like.
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Name

[ Name ] – indicate the name of the currency, for example, “US Dollar” or “Euro”.

Code

Specify a banking code that is used for a specific currency, for example, the US dollar
code is 840.

Short
name

Shortened currency name, such as “USD” or “EUR”.

Symbol

Currency symbol, such as “$” or “€”.

Ratio

Specify the currency amount for which the exchange rate will be calculated (for example,
1, 10, 100).

Description

Additional information about the currency.

Show

Choose the appropriate option from the drop-down list. Choose [ on the left ] or [ on the

currency

right ] options to display the sign before or after the amount.

sign

[Exchange rate] detail

Information about exchange rates is stored on the [ Exchange rate ] detail.
Start

The starting date for the exchange rate. The start date of a new exchange rate is
considered the end date of the previous exchange rate.

Exchange

The exchange rate between the base currency and the current currency. Enter a value

rate

according to the currency ratio, specified in the currency card. The value for the base
currency must be set to “1”.

End

The ending date for the exchange rate. Populated automatically, when the starting date of
the new exchange rate is set. This is a non-editable field.

Note. The base currency is used to calculate the financial performance indicators, for example, it can be
“US Dollar”. Use the “Base currency” system setting to select a certain base currency.

Currencies FAQ
How to calculate the price of the product in an opportunity, if the base
price list is listed in US dollars, and the base system currency is the Yen?
The price of a product in opportunity is always converted to the system base currency. When the product is
added to the opportunity the automatic conversion of the product price to the base currency is performed
according to the exchange rate specified in the [ Currencies ] lookup. The page of a product in the opportunity
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displays the product price for one unit and the total price of products specified in base currency and calculated
according to the exchange rate available at the date of the offer. These data will be displayed in the order created
based on an opportunity.
If the exchange rate has changed dramatically before order creation, remove the obsolete product data from the
opportunity after the agreement with the customer. When you re-add the product to the opportunity, its price
and total cost will be recalculated according to the current exchange rate.

How the currency conversion is performed in orders?
Currency conversion in order occurs when you select or change the order currency. When adding products to
the order, their prices will be automatically converted into the currency indicated on the order page at the current
exchange rate. In case of changing the currency of an already created order, the prices and the total amount
specified on the [ Products ] tab of the order page will be converted to the new currency. More information about
the price calculation of a product in an order is described in a separate article.

Can I use different currencies for orders and their invoices?
Yes, you can. For example, when selling products or services to foreign customers, you can keep information on
products in an opportunity and order in the base currency and still issue invoices in the corresponding foreign
currency at the exchange rate available on the date of invoice.

Delete linked records
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

When deleting a Creatio record, you can opt to delete or save its connected records.

Delete a record from the drop-down list
To delete a record from the drop-down list, select it, and press [ Delete ] (Fig. 1):
Fig. 1 Deleting a record

Before you can delete a record, the system asks for confirmation. Once you've given your confirmation, the
record will be deleted if:
this record is not connected to other objects in the system.
you have sufficient permissions to delete the record (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Insufficient rights to delete a record

Note. To obtain rights to delete records, please contact your system administrator.

Delete a record with links to other Creatio objects
When you try to delete a record connected to other records, a notification appears and you can view the list of
connected objects, by clicking [ See more ] (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Viewing objects connected to a record

The opened page displays objects that the record is connected to. Information on the record and connected
objects is conveniently grouped in the sections in which they are contained (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Deleting a record connected to other sections

To view detailed information on the objects connected to the record, click the
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in which they are contained.
After analyzing the drop-down list, you can:
Remove the record from the list and leave it in the system. To do this, click the

button to the right of the

record name.
Delete the along record with all the connected objects. To do this, click [ Delete records ] and then click
[ Delete connected records ]. The connected objects can have their own connections that need to be handled
separately.
Delete a record and leave the connected objects in the system. To do this, select the [ Do not delete
connected records ] command.

Delete multiple records
To delete multiple records:
1. In the [ Actions ] button menu, click [ Select multiple records ] (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Selecting multiple records to delete

2. Select the records you wish to delete.
3. In the [ Actions ] button menu click [ Delete ].

Note. The number of records selected for deletion is displayed in brackets on the [ Actions ] button.

A notification displays the number of successfully deleted records and the records not deleted due to their
connections to other objects.
If you need to delete all records from the drop-down list and their connections, click the [ Delete
records ] button and select the [ Delete connected records ] command (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Deleting multiple records connected to other objects
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If you need to delete records from the drop-down list selectively, and examine the list of objects connected to
those records. Read more >>>

Keyboard shortcuts
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This article lists keyboard shortcuts available in Creatio (a.k.a. “Hotkeys”). Using keyboard shortcuts improves
your efficiency by decreasing the time spent on frequent micro-operations, such as saving mini pages, navigating
lists, working with the campaign designer.
In the below table, you can find the most often used keyboard shortcuts.

Note. The table contains the shortcuts used for Windows OS. For Mac OS, use the “Command” key
instead of “Ctrl”

Section list
Select multiple adjacent records.

Shift + click the

Click the first record, press and hold the Shift key, and then click the last

record

record.
Select multiple separate records.

Ctrl + click the record

Move up and down the record list. One of the records in the list has to be

↑ and ↓

selected.
Open the selected record.

Enter

Save the record after editing.

Ctrl + Enter
Ctrl + S

Confirm the action in the dialog windows.
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Mini page
Move the cursor to the next field.

Tab

Move the cursor to the previous field.

Tab + Shift

Save the mini page.

Shift + S
Ctrl + S

Close the mini page without saving.

Esc

Tags
Navigate between tags.

↑ and ↓

To display the full list of tags, press ↓ in the tag selection string.
Select and apply tags.

Enter

Global search
Search for currently entered value.

Enter

The Activities section
Navigate the tasks in chronological order. To do this, select the task and press the key.

Tab

Move the selected task up and down the calendar.

↑ and ↓

Move the selected task to the previous or next day.

← and →

The Dashboards section
Close the opened dashboard tile.

Esc

The CTI panel tab in the communication panel
Dial the number entered manually.
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Content Designer
Close a modal window, close a popup window, unfocus an input field, navigate to the parent
element of an email template.
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